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Summary of the Year's Work-1943 

1. The year 1943 will have many claims of\ history ; high among them will be that it saw the 
defeat of tho U-Boat menace in the Atlantic which, at the beginning of the year, bade fair to strangle 
our strategy ih Europe and he:ld out to the Axis their last remaining hope of avoiding decisive defeat. 
In January 1943 the Combined Chi<'•fs of Staff at Casablanca laid down that in the coming year the 
defeat of the U-Boat should be the first charge on our combined resources. In January 1944 that 
defeat can be said to be an accomplished fact. There are sti11 many U-Boats at sea; we are still 
losing ,,ome ships ev1-ry month at th1:ir hands; and we can still not afford to -relax our vigilance or 
energy ill dealing with them. But, while they continue to be a serious nuisance, they have ceased 
to be a menace and it is unlikely that their activities can iI1 any way iiuiuence the European strategy 
oJ the United Nations in the year just opening. The building and mai.n.tenance of an enormous U-Boat 
fleet has absorbed a substantial proportion of the industrial effort and the best man-power of Germany. 
But, today, the United Nations between them di:;pose of more shipping (and better shipping) than 
they did when the U-Boat offensive opened in September 1939; a vast volume of shipping sails 
the Atlantic, in convoy and independeutly, with insignificant loss; and there can be no doubt 
that the morale and fighting spirit of the U-Boat crews still at sea have suffered a disastroll5 
decline. In short, the U-Boal menace has been defeated. 

2. For us this has been primarily a defensive victory. The main object of the operations against the 
U-Boat was to prevent us losing the war (for a.11 mconolusive endmg would have amounted to that). 
But it has been by no means only a defensiv1: victory. Some day, perhaps not far distant, we shall be 
in a better position to judge the extent lo which the failllTe of their last l1ope is contributing to the 
decline of the enemy's will to continue. In the view of many who are well-placed to form an opiniM 
that contribution is one of the first importance. That is the strongest reason why, so far from relaxing, 
we must i.ntellsify our efforts to kill U-Boats. It has not been given to us in Coastal Command to 
share in the great air offensive that is tearing the. heart out of Germany, or in the resounding victories 
in the Mediterranean. But it has been, and stiJI is, our luck to share with the British and American 
Navies in a less spectacular but no less important success in the Battle of the Atlantic. The problems 
of accurate assessment in deciding the number of U-Boats destroyed are amongst the most complicated 
with which we have to contend, and it is still impossibJe to be certain of the exact fate of many U-Boats 
whose loss we suspect, But it can already b~ si1id with reasonable certainty that about 250 U-Boats 
(including Italian and Japanese) were destroyed in 1943, a total exceeding all those destroyed from 
September 1939 until the end of 1942. So far as is yet known, about 80 of the 1943 total were sunk 
by surface ships, 12 by sllbmarines, more than ~O by aircraft operaliug from carriers and more than 
120 by shore-based aircraft, of which 81 have so far bf'en credited to Coastal Command and the U.S. 
squadrons operating under our operational control from the United Kingdom and Iceland. 

0£ the thousands of merchant ships that hA.ve crossed the Atlantic during the year 83 have been 
sunk by U-Boats while wiU1in range of Coastal Command bases. 62 were in convoy, the remainder 
were independents or stragglers ; and the great majority were sunk either at night or when bad weather 
prevented air escort. Only one ship was sunk during the whole year when air escort was actually 
present. Since the beginning of May, when our V.L.R. strength was really building up, only 8 ships 
have been sunk by U-Boats within 800 miles of our bases in the Atlantic. 

3. The first explanation of the eno1mous ;idvance in the lethal efficiency of Coastal Command 
during 1943 is undoubtedly the great increase ill strength represented by the re-eqwprnent of many 
squadrons with more modern types of aircraft, notably the Liberator, of which we have now seven 
squadrons in the CommaJ1d plus three of Fleet Air Wing 7, as opposed to half a squadron at tlie opening 
of the year. It goes without saying that the improved aircraft would have been of no avail without 
the courage and skill of the crews. On the former we have always been entitled to rely. The latter 
has undoubtedly increased to a marked degree since the beginning o! the year in spite of added com
plications of equipment and technique; for instance, the percentage proportion of U-Boats killed to 
those attacked rose from an average of 8·5per cent. in the first four months to 30 per cent. in July and 
again in October ; that spt!aks well for the training in O.T. U.s and in the first line squadrons. Another 
most significant figure is th~ dt!Crease in the proportion of abortive attacks owing to weapon fajlures, 
from 21 per cent. in April, and 19 µer ceut. il1 June to 4 per cent. in Septembe1 and 6 per cent. in 
November; that means that several U-Boah are now at the bottom which would have bf:en still 
afloat but for the hard work and efficiency of m;1.intenance personnel. Our work in Coastal squadrons 
is always arduous and usually wiexciting-long hours of offensive patrol and convoy escort in dirty 
weather without a sign of a U-Boat to reward tllt'm. rt is all the more essential that when a contact 
is made all that is humanly possible is done to tun\ it into a kill ; that means training, practice and yet 
more training. and every man and woman on the Station from the Group Captain downwards can 
play, and in the past year has playrd well, their part in ensuring that nothing is left to chance when 
the blip comes up on the tube and the conuing tower is sighted. 

4. The Battle of the Atlantic in 1943 can be divided into three phases. The first, from January 
to April inclusive, was :.till in the era of mass pack attacks on the North Atlantic convoys, culminating 
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in the action in mid-March when 20 ships were sunk out of H.X.229 and S.C.122-we lost 620,000,gross 
registered tons of shipping that month. But that month also saw the Atlantic Convoy Conference 
in Washington which reorganised the system of convoy cover and-most important from the air 
point of view-established in.Newfoundland the V.L.R. aircraft of the R.C.A.F. and U.S.A.A.F. that 
closed the Atlantic Gap. In April-the month which saw the first successful attack from an auxiliary 
carrier, H.M.S. Biler-our Liberator strength was beginning to build up; eight U-Boats were killed 
by the Command in that month, and the tactics of remaining surfaced and fighting back began to 
make their appearance. April was a bumper month for the Leigh Light Wellingtons with the Mark III 
A.S.V.-so much so that the enemy virtually abandoned surfacing by night in the first week of May. 

5. Then came the second phase, from the beginning of May till the end of the first w~ek of August, 
in which 43 U-Boats were killed by the Command, i .e., an average of about three U-Boats killed per 
week. May was, and will probably remain our record month with 18 kills, the great majority 
being killed on the surface while fighting back. Then came a curious lull in the Bay
only seven sightings in the first ll days of June-and then on the 12th the first of the group 
transits were sighted , a little pack of five U-Boats outward bound. At the same time they 
started using the Spanish Coast route in earnest, the Musketry patrols were instituted and 
for the first time a surface hunting group was made available to co-operate with our Bay patrols. 
But July was the black month for the U-Boat in the Bay-14 being sunk and a number seriously 
damaged there by aircraft ; the group transits persisted throughout that month till on the 30th a 
whole group of three was wiped out in a combined action, two falling to the-'1ir and one to the surface 
hunting group. It could not last ; for the first five days of August we killed one U-Boat a day and 
then on about the 7th with dramatic suddenness the enemy changed his tactics; he couldn't face the 
going any longer and the second phase was over. In that period of about three months, in which the 
enemy lost a total of 30 a month, the number of U-Boats at sea in the Atlantic had been cut by nearly 
a half and our shipping losses reduced to a relatively negligible quantity. 

6. The first few weeks of the third phase were an anti-climax. The Hun was doing us no harm, 
but he was also studiously avoiding giving us opportunities for killing him. In the Bay and in the 
Northern Transit Area he abandoned surfacing by day almost altogether and adopted ultra-cautious 
tactics, surfacing only at night for the minimum period necessary to charge batteries and renew air supply. 
U-Boats on transit through th.e Bay hugged the Spanish Coast, which obviously increased our difficulties ; 
and the Luftwaffe was called in to the aid of the U-Boat service to give them greatly increased fighter 
cover in the Bay and to attack our surface hunting forces with the new glider bomb. Then after 
a long lull the U-Boats attempted a come-back, this time with the new acoustic torpedo. O.N.S.18 and 
O.N.202 were attacked in the Western North Atlantic from the 19th to 23rd September by a pack 
which, while getting some success with the new weapon, suffered severely at the hands of the surface 
escorts and aircraft of Eastern Air Command. In October the same pack moved eastwards and three 
main actions took place in which the U-Boats showed a flash of the old form, staying up and fighting 
back with their now formidable A.A. armament. During the month they lost in the area north of 46 N ., 
11 boats to Coastal and Eastern Air Command and 5 to the surface escorts. The balance sheet by the 
end of October in this area showed 5 escort vessels, 3 aircraft and 6 merchant ships lost to us for 
17 U-Boats killed, which is a very fair rate of exchange. 

Meanwhile, on October 8, the British Forces had taken advantage of the facilities extended to 
us by our ancient ally and by the end of the month No. 247 Group of this Command was firmly estab
lished in the Island of Terceira. It must always be one of the mysteries of the war that the enemy 
should have waited to stage a serious attack on the Gibraltar convoys until we were established in the 
Azores and were thus in a position to give them effective air cover throughout their passage. In 
mid-November a very formidable pack deployed across the route of S.L.139 and K.M.S.30. But the 
form had changed from that of October. There was no attempt to follow up by day, no evidence of 
any inclination to stay up and :fight it out, and a marked lack of determination in the attacks by night. 
It is very difficult to resist t.l;J.e conclusion that the primary pre-occupation of the U-Boat crews is now 
not to kill but to avoid being killed-and that is the beginning of the end in a Service which must rely 
entirely for its effect on a bold offensive spirit. 

7. We are still in this third phase. Our shipping losses a.re still very light ; and (though he may 
achieve sporadic successes in favourable circumstances) it is difficult to see how the Hun can again 
do us-much harm without offering us opportunities for killing him at a rate which he does not seem 
prepared any longer to face. In view of the fact that his monthly rate of loss has recently been something 
of the order of twice that which broke the morale of the U-Boat crews in 1918, it is perhaps hardly 
surprising that his aggressive spirit has been unable to keep up under the strain. 

8. We have had valuable assistance in our area during the past year from the United States Air Forces. 
The A/S squadrons of the U.S. Army Air Force, who had co-operated with us splendidly and scored 
a number of kills, were reli(lved in July and August by the Liberator squadrons of Fleet Air Wing 7, 
now based at Du.nkeswell. No. 63 Squadron (Catalinas) having operated from Pembroke Dock since 
July has now moved to Port Lyautey to join thi~ squadrons of Fleet Air Wing 15 who co-operate 
with us in the Southern Approaches to the Bay and on the Gibraltar convoy routes. And No. 128 
Squadron (P.V.1), which relieved No. 84 in Iceland earlier in the year, has just left us to return to an 
area where its shorter range aircraft can more profitably be employed than in the far North Atlantic. 

One of the most remarkable features of the year in the Atlantic has been the brilliant success of 
the U.S. auxiliary carriers against the U-Boats. Card and Core, Bogue, Block Island and Santee are 
liousehold words, and the skill and bol~ess ·with which they have been handled are the admiration of all. 
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I 9. The attack on e11emy shipping in 1943 bas iresulted not only in a substantial tonnage sunk 
and damaged, but also in compeUing the enemy to Gake steps tba.t cannot fail lo have been a ~erious 
inconvi>.nience to him. Of these the abandonment of Rotterdam as the principal importing terminal 
of his North Sea shipping route and the greatly increased weight of escort allotted to his convoys 
are outstanding. 

The loss of the use of Rotterdam was a really serious blow to him. There is ample evidence that 
it was to have been used throughout 1943. From 1~very viewpoint Rotterdam, as the gateway to 
the Ruhr, is the oi1tstaJ)<ling port through which Geirmany could route her imports-particularly the 
vital iron ore from N orthem Sweden. The subs tj tut i 01h of Em den and Bremen, with their less specialised 
facilities, was mainly due to the pressure of direct :attack by the Nortll Coates Wing (254 and 236 
Squadrons), together with that exerted indirectly by the minelayers. 

The incrnase in the number of escort vessels allocated to his convoys testifies to the enemy's 
apprehension for their safety, as did also the mainknance, until recently, of a substantial .figl1ter force 
in Southern Norway. Virtually the only purpose 1Jf the latter was the provision of constant air 
cover for his shipping against the threat represented mainly by the strike squadrons of No, 18 Group. 
Thu:; large numbers of minor war vessels and a.ircraft have been contained at a time when the enem1/ 
has been faced with an acute shortage of both. 

In the Bay of Biscay the complete frustration emrly in the year of blockade nmning with the Far 
East, as a result of close co-1>peration behvPen Air and Sea, was instrumental in causing the suspension 
of this traffic during the summer months. As the ye.iu- ended the destruction by 311 (~ech} Squadron 
of the Alstem/er, inward bound with a valuable cargo Jfrom the Far East, ,vas a good start to the current 
blockade running season. 

10, The total number of ships sunk duri1lg th~ year by the strike squadrons of the Command 
was 21, with a total tonnage of about 93,000 tons; am.other 23 ships, totalling about 81,000 tons, were 
damaged. Unfortunately a series of vicissittides ~2yond our control have inevitably reduced the 
efficacy of the strike squadrons, and it is only now as the year ends that the strike force is falling into 
the shape for which it has long been designed. 194SI has i,een the developmeut of the Strike Wing
the il1tegrated force of torpedo and anti-flak escort B eaufi.ghters trained and operating together as one 
unit, But, largely owing to the more pressing requirements of the Mediterranean, only one such 
Wing, that at North Coates, has as yet operated as a. Wing. Now that our re-equipment troubles are 
at last coming to an end, two more such Wings are taki11g shape, at Leuchars (Nos, 489 and 455 Sguadrons) 
and Wick (Nos. 144 and 404). That .fine old aircraft, the Hampden, which, after a distinguished career 
in Bomber Command, was caUed in as a torpedo aircraft to stop the gap caused by the shortage of 
~ eaufigbters, bas at last passed from the first line of the R.A.F. No. 144 Squadron did distinguished 
service in the Mediterranean during the operations fo1r the capture of Sicily and is now back in the line 
as the T'orbea.u Squadron of the Wick Wing. While No. 415 Squadron with one Flight of Wcllingtons 
and OJle of Albacores has specialisoo in operations against the " E " and " R " boats in the Channel 
and the southern part of the Norlh Sea. 

The Fighter squadrons of No. 12 Group have co,-operated nobly in providing the essential fighter ' 
cover for the operations of the North Coates Wing a@:ainst the Dutch Coast convoys. 

11. It was inevitable that the successes of the a111ti-submarjne squadrons in the Bay should evoke 
a strong reaction on the part of the Luftwaffe, a.ud in i'.he second half of the year the enemy's long-ra.nge 
fighter force on the Biscay coast was substantially _r,einforced. To meet this threat it was necessary 
to strengthen our own long-range fighter force in Comwa.11. To-day the only three long-range fighter, 
i.e., anti-aircraft fighter, squadrons, Nos. 248, 143 a.111d 235, are opera.ting in the Bay where they have 
provided a valuable moral and material backittg to the A/S patrols. There have been several notable 
instances of successful interception of enemy formations by .fighter direction from H.M. ships, and 
we have had the invaluable assistance of Mosquito squadrons of 10 Group. The Beaufigbter is getting 
a bit short of performance for this r6le and the Coastal fighter squadrons are to re-equip with 
Mosquitos-No. 248 has actually begun. 

A total of 42 enemy aircraft have been destroyed by the fighter and strike squadrons of the 
Command during 1943. ,,, 

12. The Photographic Reconnaissance SquadroIJS of No. 106 Wing flew over 3,000 sorties in the 
year, of which about 75 per cent. were productive of photographs, totalliJ.lg nearly 470,000 operational 
negatives. The enormous extent to which we rely on this Wing for our knowledge of every aspect 
of the enemy's activity is perhaps not generally realised; the science, not only of air photography but 
of interpretation, bas made enormous strides in the last four years and the Intcllig1:nce Staffs would be 
blind indeed without lhe courage and skill of the pilotsi a.nd ground personnel of 106 Wing. In particular, 
their work is an invaluable, indeed an essential, factor in the day-to-day planning of the Bomber 
OffellSive. And the Battle of Berlin has provided a striking example of the difficulties of long-range 
P.R. work in winter and of the determination with which they are overcome. No less than 37 sorties 
were flown before clear photographs of Berlin could be obtained after the first great attack on 
November 18 ; 011 many occasions the pilots were ,only just able to get back to East Coast airfields 
before their fuel ran out, and 15 sorties were intemipted by enemy fighters-one formation of three 
being encountered at 42,000 ft. over Berlin. 

13. Behind the first line squadrons the 1-\jr/Sca Rescue Squadrons and High-speed launche.s have 
carried on their unspectacular but invaluable duties. Air/Sea Rescue gets less than ils share of public 
recognition for the best of reasons-the Hun has fair less to gain than we have from Air/Sea Rescue 
and we do not want to draw undesirable atte,ition to our activities. But the personnel concerne<l 
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can rest. assured tbat the value of their work is fully appreciated by those most directly affected, the 
aircrews of our own and Allied squadrons. Ueutenant-General I. C. Eaker, Commanding the U.S. 
Eighth Air Force, made the following generous reference to the Air/Sea Rescue Service in a letter 
to the A.O.C.-in-C. on Christmas Eve:-

" Your superlative Air/Sea Rescue Service has been one of the prime factors in the high 
morale of our own combat crews. This organisation of yours has picked up from the sea 
nearly 600 of our combat qrewmen since we began operations in this theater. This is a remarkable 
achievement made possiuie only by the highest efficiency and the greatest cour.tge and fortitude. 
It has our unbounded admiration." 

A total of 1,684 lives of Allied aircrews, were savi;:d during 1943, The two high 
lights of the year were the week July 25 to August 1, when 156 were saved, of whom 121 were 
Americans, and the one day, September 6, when 13 1 were rescued, all Americans except the 
crew of a Coastal S1u1derland. Many new aids are corning into the·Service ; a larger airborne lifeboat, 
"Walter," the radio transmitt~r which will be carried by aU R.A.F. aircra[t, improved i\Iae Wests 
and emergency packs. If these are to be hilly effective, it is e.ssential that all aircre·ws should be 
thoroughly and constantly practised in ditching drill, and really fami.ba.r with the use of all the various 
aids provided. for the.ir rescue if they are unlucky enough to come down in the sea. 

14. The l\let. Squadrons constitute another branch of Coa.stal Command that does yeoman 
service not only for the Command itself but for all British and Allied Air Forces operating from 
the United l{ingdom. It must be admitted that the Met. Units have been in the past the Cinderella 
of the Ajr Force; for a number of reasons, such ~s shortage of suitable aircraft, they have not been 
given the opportunity of providing adequately the inlom1ation which is so vital to the planning and 
control of any form of air ope~tions. This is now being put right, and the Met. squadrons are being 
equipped with the Halifax and the Ventuta-thc vertical climbs- for air temperatures and humidity 
;;till being done by the Spitfire and the veteran Gladiator, than which there is no better aircraft for 
the medium altitude work below 24,000 ft. During the re-equipment period we have received most 
welcome and efficient assistance from the U.S. Army Air Force who, for th.e t.ime being, are 
providing all the Met. sorties in the south-west with Fortresses. 

15. It is ptrhaps not generally realised that until very recently No. 17 (Training) Group trained 
all G.R., Torpedo, Coastal Fighter and P.R. crews for the entire R.A.F. at home and abroad, as well 
as the ferry crews delivering new aircraft to overseas Commands. That ha.s now changed and Coastal 
O:f.U.s are now being established overseas where th<! local conditions are rnore suitable for training 
aud more akin to lhe actual conditions which lhe crews will meet when they are trained. In 1943 
No. 17 Group trained a total of 1,863 complete crews, of which 1,223 were for overseas Commands, 
the grand total of individuals trained amounting to 11,482 including the output from S, of G.R., B.A.T. 
and B_.A.B.S. Units. Crews h,we been trained on 14 different types of opera.tional aircraft, and 26 
iliffcrcnt training syllabuses have been operated covering every aspect of air/sea activity. 

It is very satisfactory to be able to record tbat, dPspitc the intensity of flying in the O.T. U.'s 
by pupils inexperienced on the type of aircraft they are flying, and often under congested conditions, 
there has been a steady and marked improvement in accident prevention throughout the·year in the 
O.T.U. Group. During 1943 the Group flew 255,800 hours with an accident rate from a.JI causes 
of thre!l per 1,000 flying hours, the "avoidable" accident ratll being two per 1,000 hours. This is 
a remarkable achievement and shows what can be done if the right steps arc taken to deal with the 
accident menace. 

A Tribute from the Cargo Liners 
The following letter has been sent to the A. O. 0.-in-0. Coastal Command by Colonel 

D. H. Bates, Chairman of Thomas and John Brocklebank. Ltd., " The oldest 
shipping line in the world still aft.oat." 

Christmas i~ a pericd whm one naturally thinks a good bit of others, and it has been 
my cz,slmnfor many yet,rs to send a copy ofmy oum Compa11~'g Christmas message to our 
many Friends with my best thanks and good wishes. 

Coastal. Command has indeed been a Friend to the men at sea, whom I have the honour 
to serve, and so I hope yott, as C.-in~C. Coa.slat Command will accept this letter and its 
enclosure us a sincere bztt totally inadequate expi,ession of thanks for the magnificent s1.{ppurt 
y01, and those 1mder your commrmd have given my m1m at sea in this heatry "cyclmi,e." 

No words of mine cMi possibly deScribe tlte sense of co11iforl and sewrity which air cover 
brings to these M ercltant Seame11 a11d its growth mid increase this year has been of inestimable 
value tu them. 

Eeing a perfect str,mger i<J yo,~ I shou,ld perhaps explain that" Brocklebanks "are cargo 
liners, and we are proud of tli,e f actthatwe are the: oldest Shipping Line m the world- stilt afloat. 

Again my very grateful tha11ks and with every possible good wish to yo11 and "ll those 
111uittr your cumma11d for 1944. 



PLATE l 

Above.-Gibraltar: The North Front looking cast. showing the completed runway. Taken by K/48. (See 
Article in Coastal Cm-m11and Review, "Landing in Gibraltar,'' No. 9, January, 1943.) 

8elow.-H.M.S. King George V. Taken by 423 Squadron. 



PL,\TE 2 

Plan and silhouette of GERMAN 1200ton U-boat 

Dimensions 

Length 283 ft . (o.o) 

Beom About zz,,. 

iT 

~ 

??:a 

Armament 

f gun probably 105 mm. ( 4 ·1 ins) 

8guns probably 20mm. (0·78in~) 

These photographs were taken durmg attacks on a I ,'.WO-ton U-Boat sunk near Ascension Island on 
November 5, 19·13, by aircraft of the I 1.S.A .. \ .F. and U.S.:-;, The boat, a U-Kreutzer (cruL~er), had a number 
of interesting features including new modifications to the conning tower and guns. The total armament was 
one gun-probably 105 mm. (-1 · 1 in .) fonvard, and eight 20 mm. gnnson the conning lnwer,truclure. Thcr<' were 
two l\l'in and one quadruple mounting for lhe 20 mm. guns. the latter heing clearly \'isihlc on the lower bandstand. 
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1.-ANTI U-BOAT 
(See notes below.) 

ANTI U-BOAT SCORES FROM JUNE TO NOVEMBER, 1943 PERCENTAGE FIGURES OF MERIT 
1N BIG NUMERALS . 

83 It), U.S.N, 10 Sq, 48 Sq. 53 Sq. 58 Sq. 59 Sq, 86 Sq. 120 Sq. 172 Sq . 

0 
~= 25 

33 33 26 36 82 l(l/1 39 
-- 0 - = 66 -= 41 -= 52 -- 24 --55 -= 35 -= 56 
10 40 50 80 50 150 150 310 70 

171 It). 110 Sq. 201 Sq. 202 lq. 20S Sq. 210 lq. 220 lq. 224 Sq. 228 Sq. 

--·-

124 0 3 6 zo 16 20 43 30 - - 54 - = 0 - = 15 -- 30 -= 66 -= 53 -= 100 -- 43 - = 60 
230 0 20 20 JO 30 20 100 50 

233 Sq. 289 8q. 304 Sq. 311 Sq. 330 Sq, 333 Sq. 407 81t, 423 Sq. 481 Sq. 

·---

3 13 0 0 39 20 23 10 49 
-- 100 - = 38 - - 30 - ~ 65 - = 0 - = 0 - - 65 - - 100 - - r,7 

0 0 60 20 40 10 

502 Sq. 

13 
- -14 
90 

30 10 20 

547 Sq. 612 Sq. 236 Sq. ( R.P.) 422 Sq. 128 Sq. U.S.N. 10s sq. u.s.N. 103 Sq. 110 Sq . 

. 
6 12 10 13 0 30 20 

- - 12 - - 24 -=100 ~= 100 - = 43 - - 0 - = 60 -= 100 
60 50 10 20 2() 10 50 20 

2 of 179 Squadron not assessed. 

Attacks on U-Boats 
Note on Table above, showing Squadron Scores for the Six Months, June to November, 1943 

The tables are based on the Admiralty assessments of all attacks by squadrons. 
Attacks are divided into the following categories :-

(1) Misses. (2) Insufficient evidence of damage. (3) Damage. 

The assessment Damage includes : Known sunk, Probably sunk, Damage A, Damage B, Slight 
damage. For the purpose of arriving at the result, the following system has been adopted:-

For each attack assessed as No Damage .. 
For each attack assessed as Insufficient Evidence of Damage 
For each attack assessed as Damaged, or Known Sunk . . 

0 
3 

.. 10 

November was a very quiet month, the chief alteration to the scoreboard being the 
first appearance of 103 Squadron and 110 Squadron with 60 per cent. and 100 per cent. 
respectively. 
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Duty and Base or Area. 

Convoy Cove, 
United Kingdom . . . . . . 
Iceland . . . . . . . . . . 
Gibralta.r and Moroccan.Sea Frontiec .. 
Azores . . . . . . . . . . 

TOTAL CONVOY EFFORT 

;4.fU Patrols 
Northe,--o Transit 

United Kingdom 
Iceland 

Northern Convoy 
United I{jngdom 
Iceland 
Azores 

Bay of Biscay (including adjacent patrols) 
United K ingdom . . . . . . 
Gibraltar and Moroccan Sea Frontier 

Central Convoy 
Gibraltar and Moroccan Sea Frontier 
Azores . . . . . . . . 

TOTAL A/U PATROLS .. 
Add Convoy Effort . . . . · .. 

SUMMARY OF ANTI U-BOAT OPERATIOliS BY COASTAL COMMAND AIRCRAF.r 
(Including Iceland, Azores, Gibraltar and U.S. Moroccan Sea Frontier Aircraft) 

DECEMBER, 1943 

Total 
Sorties. 

(I) 

59 
11 

146 
42 

258 

77 
7 

18 
76 
56 

886 
165 

303 
ll2 

1,700 
258 

Hours Flown. 

Base 
to 

Base. 

(2) 

769 
112 

1,234 
412 

2,527 

872 
44 

236 
452 
547 

9,028 
1,958 

2,201 
1,044 

16,382 
2,527 

On 

I 
Patrol. 

(3) 

262 
48 

632 
159 

J, 101 

367 
13 

45 
271 
184 

4.315 
550 

1, 175 
486 

7,406 
l , 101 

U-Boats Slghted. 

Day. 

(4) 

- (I) 
- 0) 

Night. 

(5) 

3 

2(3) , 9 
1(1) -

3 
I 

13 

U -Boa.t,; Atta1;keJ. 

Day. Night. 

(6) (7) 

- (1) 

2 

5 

8 

H ou.rs per Sighting. I 
Base On 

~- Patrol, I 
(8) (9) 

112 

2,527 

182 

821 
1,958 

1,044 

1,02+ 

48 

1,101 

61 

392 
550 

486 

463 

TOTAL COASTAL COMMAND EFFORT 1,958 18,909 8,507 4 13 
'--v--' 
17 U-Boats 

2 8 
'----..r---' 
10 U-Boats 
Attacked. 

1,112 500 

sighted. 

Number ol. Sorties. 

\Vhen 
U-Boat 

Sighted. 

(10) 

3 

9 
1 

14 
1 

15 

\Vhen 
U-Boat 

Attacked. 

(11) 

2 

6 

9 
l 

10 

Col. 10 
Sorties 
with 
Flak. 

(12) 

1 

6 
I 

7 

Nous 
I. rue figures in brackets represent six chance sightings by Coastal Command aircraft engagNi on other Op<'.ratinns (four on Anti-Shivping, one on Transit and one on a Met. F light). I n only 

one of these cases was the aircraft carrying suitable wea pons which enabled ao attack to be made. 
2. In addition to the above there were three chance sightings by Tran.sit aircraft. 
3. Operations against blockade runners a.dveisely a.Jfected the anti U-13oat effort during December. 
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S11DlDllU'Y-conU111ted 

Assess:ments -

Insufficient I 
M:onth, 

Knowu Probably Damaged Damaged Slighl Evidence No U nasscssc<l. 
Sunk. Sunk. A. B .. Damage. of 

I 
Damage. 

Damage. 

I I -I 
--

October 10 I - I 3 12 

I 
15 -

November 2 2 l 

I 
I - 4 2 2 

December - I - - - 2 - 7 . 

Analysis of U-Boats S~ghted during December 

U-Boats. ' Sorties when Aircraft 

Particular., of Incidents. 

I I 
-

Sighted. Attacked. Sighted. Attacked. 

-- --
On 13 occasions one U-Boat was sighted by one aircraft-

13 eight aircraft attacked . . . . . . . . .. 8 13 8 

On two occasiQJlS two U-Boats v;ere sighted by one 
aircra:ft.-each aircraft attacked one U-Boat . . .. 4 2 2 2 

Totals . ' .. . . .. 17 10 15 10 

Squadron Results-December 

Sorties Sorties 
when U-Bnat when U-Boat 

I. United Kingdom and Iceland Sighted. Attacked. 

502 Halifax .. Holmesley South l (nighl) 1 (night} 

53 liberator LL Beaulieu .. 4 (night) 2 (night} 

120 Liberator Reykjavik 1 1 

10 Sunderland Mount Baltten l 1 
461 Sunderland Pembroke Dock .. 1 (night) 

407 Wellington LL St. Eval (det.) I (night} 1 (night) 

612 Wellington LL St. Eva~ (del.} . . 1 (night) 1 (night) 

2. Gibraltar 

210 Catalina New Camp (det.) 

3. Azores 
172 Wellington LL .. Lagens (dt~t.) 4 {night} 3 (night) 

15 10 

4. Chance Sightings b;1 Coastal Aircraft Engaged 0111 Other Duties 

144 Beau fighter Wick I. 

248 Beaufighter PredanJ1ack I 

502 Halifax . . St. Davich 2 

520 Hudson .. North Front 1 

120 Liberator Reykjavik 1 

21 11 

(Cll 101) 
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Recent Attacks on U-Boats 
A Kill by Three Liberators 

On November 10 three Liberators made· .it tack':> 
on a 500-ton L"-Boat near the Spanish co~t and 
she sulN:quenlly sank. The cn·dit was tlividl'd 
betwern the three aircraft. 

E ·103 (U.S.N.) ,lltacked fiN. It wa.~ clim:tcd 
to the ~pot by a signal Crom control and con
tacted tht> enemy hy Radar arter- evading two 
J u.&h. The Captain intended to attack from 
ahead, but the enemy allered courst at 
the last moment aml lhe attack developed 
from the starboard beam. Tht J.fark XV bomb 
sight was used and five depth charge~ SJ..lilCt'd at 
40 ft. were rdea'il'd from 90 ft. One depth charge 
hung up. The rear gunner saw one depth charge 
enter the water on the port side, but did not srt• 
the p<•ints of entry of the others. The explo,-ion5 
seemed to engulf the C-Iloat which slowly 
emerged from thl' spray aud continued on the 
surfirc,·. The Liberator thl·n mauc a :.t:.;llJ1d run 
and dropped r,ne 600-lb. depth charge. The 
U-Boat was down by the stern and leaked oil 
freely. After .1bout half an hour she recovered 
trim anrl the oil slick lessl'ned. During both 
attack~ the Germans put up considerable flak 
from t'ithcr quadrnple or triple 20-mm. cannon. 
The aircraft retnmrd the fire wlwnever the range 
was lrs~ than 1,000 yards and at lea.it orie dead 
German was seen hanging ovllr the side of the 
conning tower. The enemy•~ fire \va;; not effective. 
At 1310 hours the Liberator rf't11med to ba.~e. 

E 110 (U.S.N.) found th1· U-Boat afti:ir getting a 
Radar contact at 20 milei;. The enemy was very 
low U\ the water and seas were breaking over 
the conning tower. .The aircraft circled the 
U-Bont and then attacked her starboard 
bow in tl1e face of light flak. S ix depth 
chargc~ were dropped, wl1ich ft•II correctly for 
rangt• but 100 ft. out for line. The U-Boat 
appt•ared to roll heavily ;md turned sharply to 
port, subsequently zigzagging violently in the 
gent!ral dirt!ction of the Spunisl.l coast about 
15 miles away. 

At this moment D 311 (Czech) arriwd and the 
U-Doat fired a pyrntcclrnic which left a· double 
trail ot light blue ;,mokf' in the air. D_,3 11 crossed 
ahead of the U-Boat, being unable to make an 
immc.:diate attack owing to the nearness of high 
lat1<l on the ::ipanish coa~l, and then atlacked 
with R.P from Green 90. OnL of the finl pair of 
rnckets and both of the ~cond pair failed , and the 
la.i-1 salvo CJf four t•nten·d tht' water abont 50 ft. 
~hl)rt of the l'-Boat, near the bows. 

No•1e of thl'SI.' wa!'. seen to cmuge. The l:-Boat 
fired at the aircraft without success. After the 
attack, the U-Uoat :,lowed to 6--8 J;,.,i.ots and when 
d<>sing lhr shon· reduced to 2 knots. Wht>n last 
s,·t>n, It hours afti-r the attack, she was p1ucel'Cling 
at 2 knots ·wry do.;.e inshon·. E 103'-. attack had 
damaged her st,,ering and the other two aircraft 
inllicted such damage that she eventually sank. 
1'11 three attacks wer,· skilfully made in the face 
of flak and E !03 wa,, awarded 40 per cent. of the 
s:nkmg, E 1 HI I() pt>r cent. and D/3 1 I 50 per cent. 

Mark III Bomb Sight used at Night 
Ou Dt:cember 1:3 Liberator B 63 took ofi ro..1n 

after midnight on anti U-Boat patrol, but aftt•r 
half au hour was diverted to hunt a U-Boat 
which had bc1:n sighted shortly before. The 
Mark V Radar brcame partially w1~ervic,•able 
and the captain ordered that it should b,:, u~ed 
only for periods of three minutes at three-minute 
intervals. It is considered that but for this action 
the Radar would soon have ceased to work al all. 
On rl'aching thl: position of the previous 5ighting 
B 53 carried out a square search for nearly three 
hours. Thb ,1 a!> unproductive. so the captain 
tcturncd to the first po~ition and began again. 
There was six-tenth~ light strato-cumulu, cloud 
and vi~ibility wa.~ two mil~ up moon and less 
than a quarter of a mili- down moon At 0700 
hour.;, while the aircrnft wa.-. llying at 1,500 ft., a 
Radar contact wa., obtained on the port qua, ter 
at a range of 7! milt':. The aircraft turnrd to home 
but the Radar again becamr 1111serviceabl(• and the 
inter-com. also failed. As a result, when the 
Leigh Light wa, ,-witcheu uu the t:-Roat was 
not 1ll11minated, but slw 1mmediafely opt·ntd 
accurate and concc-ntrated fin! from a position 
about 1,300 yard.~ away on the starboard beam. 
She was on a westerly course and was zig-.taggisig 
violently at IS knots. The Liberator•~ Ll·igh 
Light and Radar were ~witched off, but as it 
turned away to poi I the aircraft was silhout:lted 
against the moon and the German gunners 
scored some hits. The aircraft circled to port and 
lost contact for a few minute~ until the U-Boat 
again opened fire. The i-nemy, howtwr, soon 

lo,-1 touch an<l Cl·asrd firP, and the Liberator was 
ablt' to mano1:uvre into posiuon for an up-moon 
attack. The aircraft camt• in just forward of the 
cnt•my s bearn and, with tlu.: help of the Mark ITT 
homb sight, dropped si~ depth charges from 130 ft. 
~t•1tlwr the Radar nor the Leigh Light was used 
during tht· run-in, which wa:. :-traight and level. 
and the front gunne1 h<·ld hh lirl' in order not to 
reveal the aircraft's position . At :mo yards the 
{;;t•rmans opener! lirt> without »coring any hits 
and the front gunnt>r imm,·rliatdy rPplicd. He 
kt•vt the conning tu,ver in his ~ight!- and ~aw 
tracer hitting the ~upt>r~tnirturc- in a steady 
stn•am. The rear gunner states that the 
dPpth charges straddled the conning tower 
and that he saw two explosions. The Liberator 
turned to port and when on a rt:ciprocal 
wur:.c a very small sharp Radar contact 
was obtained a mile and a quarter abaft 
llw port beam. The aircraft set course 
for the position, but the l)lip disappeared 
almost at once. It i~ thought that thb blip may 
haw been caused by the bow or :.tern of the 
U-Uoat for, whc•n the Liberator pas~ed over the 
position, the cn:w saw a flame- float which they 
had dropped at the time of the attack. After 
about 15 minut1·,- what appc:.m·d to lx. a flashing 
light was s.·c-n in tht! watt·•, but it clisappcared 
bt:fore it could be found. A stcond flashing light 
l:\tcr turned out to be a flame float. The Liberator 
then made a numbcr of runs over the po~ition, 
using the Leigh Light. During the first run the 
pilot, navigator and front gunner saw two bodies 
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in the water, one with his head and shoulder,, 
showing as though he was wearing a life jacket. 
On the third nm at 100 ft. both the navigator and 
the front gunner saw two bodies, one of which 
seemed to be alive. After ,L Halifax and a Sund1.-r
land arrived B/53 set cot:rse for basP. 

Analysis 
In view of the dtfectivc Radar this W:\-5 a very 

well executed approach with a most intt:lligent 
appreciation of the position. Good gunnery 
control and excellent shooting saved the aircraft 

9 

from more senous flak on the run4 in. The attack 
w,1:; pressed home in flak and appears to have been 
~Lccurate. The after results of the momentary 
blip and the two bodies in the water point lo the 
probabl~ dt!struction of the U-Boat. The attack 
is noteworthy in that the Mark III bomb sight 
was used at night and this is the first ca:st• in 
which definite- after rPsults in the shape of bodie~ 
bavc been sccn by using the searchlight. Tht> 
c:omplete operation reflects great credit on thl' 
whole crew. 

Destruction of U-Boat jin the Mediterranean 
After a short career and brief success the U 693 

sank at 1508 hours on December 13, 50 miles 
north-east of Djidjelli, as a result ot a II Swamp " 
Operation which had begun 3,'l homs before. 

Anti-U-Boat Operation " Swamp " aims to 
cover with nircrait the area in which it is antici
pated that a U-Boat can move after its presence 
has been established. The U-Boat is thus 
enclosed in a net from which there is no escape. 
She is eventually exhausted and pounded to 
destruction by the aircraft or by the surface 
ve~els taking part in tbe operation. 

U-Boats in the :\fcditerranean are forced to 
operate close to the North African coast, as ttlis 
is where the convoy routes lie. Their manreuvra
bility when escaping from attack is reduced to 
half, in comparison with the open ocean con
ditions in the Atlantic. This reduction makes it 
possible to employ total air ~ah1ration with the 
limited number of A/U Squadrons available in 
this theatre. 

As soon as a U-Boat is contacted up to about 
30 miles froin the coast, strike aircraft arP 
despatched to cuver a semi-circular area around 
the position, aud surface forces are detailed 
to begin asdic hunting. Tt is necessary that 
each part of the area be .swept either visually 
or by radar at l1alf-hour ioterva.ls to prevent 
the U-Boat from n,aking a get-away. As the 
hunt continues the air cover must be spread by 
increasing the radius of the serni-drcle, asswniJ1g 
that the U-Boat may travel at 2 knots during the 
first 24 hours and thereafter at I knot as long as 
she is submerged and kept submerged. The 
operatiou is planned in eight-hour phases and the 
area. is increased at the end of every dgbt hours. 
As designed at present the oper4tion calls for 
86 flying hours oo patrol during the .first 24 hollfS 
and 144 flying hours on patrol during subsequent 
periods of 24 hours , when six aircraft arc on 
patrol at any one time. 

U 593 left Marseilles on or about 
December 1 and at 0710 hours on December 12 
she torpedoed and sank H.M.S. Ty11edale which 
was escorting an cast-bound convoy north of 
Djidjclli. Three Wcllingtons of 458 Squadron 
from Bone were at once ordered to begin 
Operatio11 "Swamp," using the Tynedale's posi
tion as the datum. H.)I.S. Niblack and H.M.S. 
Holcombe wcre detailed to begin hunting immedi
ately, and later H.M.S. Calpe and U.S.S. 
Wainwright and Benson were also despatched tn 
co-operate. Leigh Light Welliagtons of 36 
Squadron were flown from Blida to Bone to 
undertake the night phase of the operation. 

At 1505 hours H.M.S. Holcombe was torpedoed 
and ~,mk about 15 miles from where H.M.S. 

Ty11edale was lost ; this was seen and reported 
by a 36 Squadron aircraft on passage to Bone. 

Operation " Swamp " was immediately begun 
Mresh with the position of this last attack as its 
datum. The swiacc forces renewed their hur1l 
i11 two groups oi two in company. 

At 0035 hours on December 13 Wellington B/36 
obtained a radar contact and homed to attack. 
At three-quarters of a mile range the aircraft was 
hit and again at half a. mile. The aircraft lurched 
l:o port out of control and the pilot w,as unable to 
carry out a depth charge a.Hack. However, the 
rear-gunner opened ft.re on passing over and 
~:ilenced the flak Crom the U-Boat. The aircraft's 
Leigh Light had jammed and was not switched 
on, but the U-Boat was identified in lhe moonlight. 
The aircraft s<l11t out a sighting report and an 
!~.O.S. hut was able to regain base. The other 
jwo aircraft on patrol at the time, together with 
H.M.S. Calpe and U.S.S. Wainwright, proceeded 
to the U-Boat's position. but it bad submerged 
and was not contacted. The" Swamp '' operation 
was again adjusted· to conform to this new 
position. 

At 0816 hours H.M.S. Calpe had a sound 
c:ontact, but with no development. At 1407 hours 
~1sdic contact was ruade by W ai11wright and she 
mttacked at 1412 hours, dropping a five-charge 
pattern. This was followed by an attack by 
Catpe at 1430 hours with a ten-<:hargc pattern 
with maxlmu01 settiug. She repeated this at 
1.441 hours. The U 693 was then forcPd to the 
~urface and both ships opened fire with Oerlikon 
iimd pom-pom to prevent the crew from manning 
their gims. The U-Boat made no attempt to 
r•etum the fire and the crew began abandoning 
ship as she settled low in the water and sank 
at 1508 hours. 

Five officers and 46 ratings were picked up. 
All the crew of the U-Boat, youths of an averagi: 
a1gc of 20-21, had a healthy respect for aircraft 
a.nd had found it impossible to surface during 
the 32-hour period. They had made an attempt 
a.t 0030 hours but had been forced to submerge 
b£1Cause of Wellington B/36's attack. Although 
not injured they appeared to be considerably 
exhausted and unnerved by their experiences. 
They had been short of air and their Captain had 
i1ristructed them to move about as little as possible. 
their batterie.,; Wl're running low and they were 
utnable to take violent evasive action against the 
Calpe's and Wai11wright's depth charge attacks 

In all '.?J Wellington sorties were flown during 
the 32-hour period. The d~struction of this 
U-Boat was the outcome of the patient and 
efficient execution of Operation " Swamp," and 
of the closest co-operation between air and surface 
cra(L 
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11.-ANTI-SHIPPING 
The Year's Work-Anti-Shipping 

The openillg months of 1943 saw the intro
duction of several new factors which increased 
our successes against enemy shipping very 
consider,ably ; chief among them was the adapta
tion of the Beaunghter as a torpedo bomber, with 
its natural corollary, the development of strike 
wing tactics. In addition, lbe improved air tail 
for the torpedo, and an increase in the supply of 
this weapon, together with the use of cannon and 
R.P., produced a much better success/loss ratio, 
which is the yardstick for measuring results in 
anti-shipping operations. 

There is a naval precept that " the gun is the 
weapon for crippling, stopping, or disabling ships, 
and the torpedo, fired at a. range at which it 
cannot miss, the weapon for sinking them." The 
same principle applies to aircraft missiles, for, 
although a. torpedo hit will not always sink a 
ship, an underwater hit will certainly ea.use far 
more damage than a hit by the same weight of 
explosive above the waterline. 

Up to 1943 the obsolete Hampden, preceded by 
the Beaufort, had been in general use as a 
torpedo-carrying aircraft. The results were 
remarkable, considering the disadvantages under 
which these aircraft operated. When weather 
conditions were suitable they patrolled the 
Dutch and Norwegian coasts, but many good 
targets were missed owing to lack of cloud cover. 
The advent of the BeaufigbteT with its heavy 
front armament and high speed at sea level 
changed all this. After it had been proved 
possible for a Beaunghter to carry a torpedo 
there was another difficulty to overcome ; that 
of providing suitable escort for the torpedo 
aircraft. A wing was formed with Beaufighters 
operating in torpedo, anti-flak and anti-fighter 
roles. With the development of suitable tactics 
they proved highly successful. The wing worked 
on the principle that six torpedoes must be 
dropped to sink a ship and that three anti-flak 
aircraft were necessary to deal effectively with 
each escort vessel. In addition, when operations 
took place within our single-engined fighter range, 
the striking force was always covered by squadrons 
of S.E. fighters which were able to establish local 

air superiority during tbe short time it took to 
cany out the strike. For long range strikes, 
Beau.fighters were able to distract the enemy's 
air defences sufficiently to enable the " Torbeaus " 
to attack with minimum interference. An 
improved torpedo sight was produced as a further 
aid and the percentage of hits rose steadily, 

The enemy had been increasing the anti
aircraft armament of his escort vessels, especially 
the lighter calibres ; also the Mmber of escorts 
in his convoys. It was therefore necessary to 
silence the guns on these escorts at least long 
enough for the II Torbeaus " to gain suitable 
dropping positions and make their getaway. 
The torpedo was always considered the main 
weapon, but the increased use of R.P. and cannon 
fire saturated the enemy defences and kept our 
losses down. R.P, was also used {with cannons, 
to a lesser extent), in attacking ships too small 
to warrant a torpedo. But UDless the aim and 
sighting were extremely good, the percentage of 
hits was small when the opposition was heavy. 
But on the whole, the results were good. 

The Mark IV gyro-controlled air tail was also 
brought into general use in 1943. This greatly 
simplified torpedo dropping, always a highly 
skilled pastime owing to the inherent limitations 
of the weapon. The necessary skill became 
greater as dropping speeds increased. The 
Mark IV tail allowed greater latitude in dropping 
speeds and heights (both closely connected} 
although it was still necessary for the aircra[t to 
be in straight and level flight at the moment of 
release. It also controlled the torpedo during its . 
flight in the air and the pe.rcentage of runs in 
water increased accordingly. Another factor in 
the successes of 1943 was the introduction of 
Torpex instead of T.N.T., as the explosive charge, 
and of the " B " type head which contained 
about 100 lb. more explosive than the old torpedo. 
The striking forces were further helped by im
prowd reconnaissance, especially through the 
iJlcreased use of photography. The forces were 
thus able to take off with complete mental 
pictures of the targets they were going to attack. 

The following arc the more valuable lessons learned durmg the year :-
(i) Whe'/1 the strike wfog -is to operate in a1i area accessible to enemy single engine 

fighters, it s}1011ld be given adequate mppart by a force of om1 own S.E. fighters. 
(ii) AltMugh the striki'ttg force 110 longer depends for protectio,i on cloud cover in tlit 

area, -it is nevertheless dependent to a. certain e;rtent on weaiher conditions. 
If msibility at base -is poor and th6 cloud base I-Ow, the wing cannot b/J formed 
u,P. Also, bad vi.sibility in the ami of operation will not allow the target t-0 
be sighted early enough for the wing to get into position Jar a good attack. 

(iii) To allow tire t-Orpedo aircraft to reach a good droppi,ng positi<m witll 1ni1ii1mm1 
interference, it is necessary jtw the anti-flak Boa,lfighte1s to enga,ge all the 
escort vessels 11ear /he main target. 

(iv) For the Wing to carry out a good attack recotmaissance should be acc1trale 
and. 11.p to the 1min1tte, and whenever possible s1,p,plc111ented by pr.ctograplis. 

(v) Tlze whole att1"k m-11-sl be carefnlly worked out on tJie grom1d, and a time sclmi-ule 
strictly adhered, le.· The S.E. fighters have a very limited range and m,~t 
not be kept airbor-nt umger than absolutely 11ecessary. 

(vi) A larpedo attack 01i a con.11oy in part is not practicable and. is likely to remlt 
in heavy cas1~pltics lo our own force, with. small chance of Sftcce~s al{ai1ist the 
enemy. 
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Table of Anti-8hipping and Fighter Sucoesses, 1943. Coaatal Comrnand Area 

Sunk. Severely damaged. Damaged . 
. . 

Weapon. 
No. of 

I Tonnage. 
No. of 

I Tonnage. 
No.of 

I Tonnage. 
~ ships. ships. ships. 

Torpedo .. .. -. 16 68,690 7 26,965 7 29.945 

-· 
Other .. . . .. Si 24,324 I 3.500 8 20,300 

Total . . . . .. 21½ 93,014 8 30,465 15 50,245 

The following E/A ace recorded as destroyed during 19-13, by the Fighter or Strike Squadrons of the Command :-

l'ypc. 

Squadron. Total. 

Ju.88 I F.W.200 I BV.1381 00.24 I Ju.52 I J-le.177 I F.W.1901 

-j ~,odro, 

He.JI! 

-
248 .. .. 9 s 14 

---- - -
143 .. . . 6 I I 8 

-
333 .. .. 4 I I I 7 

235 .. .. 4 2 6 

233 .. .. 2 2 

404 .. .. 2 2 

--
144 ' I I .. .. 
254 .. .. I I 

-
20.T.U. .. I I 

- -- ---
Typo Total .. 23 7 4 3 2 I I I 42 

[ 

' 

SHIPPING STRIKES IN DECEMBER 

Attack on Blockade Runner 

During the night and morning of 
December 24-25, heavy attacks developed in 
the Atlantic against an inward bound blockade 
runner of 6,000 tons escorted by 11 dcstroyerS. 
These destroyers had sailed from French ports in 
two separate formations, one of six ships and one 
of five, in order to meet the blockade runner in 
the approaches to the Bay of Biscay. 

The attacks really began on the night of 
December 23-24. At 2015 hours on the 23rd, 
a Wellington on anti-U-Boat patrol sighted 
12 vessels in position 45" 38' N., 06° 18' W., on a 
course of 300°, speed 20 knots. At 2125 hours 
another of the Wellingtons detected surface 
vessels in position 45° 25' N., 06° 25' W., and 
at 2305 hours sighted seven vessels on a course 
of 290° in position 45° 30' N., 06° 30' W. 
A third Wellington detected surface vessels at 
2150 hours in approximately the same positioJI 
and a Liberator sighted the wakes of five vessels 
in position 45° 18' N., 06° 36' W., at 2107 hours 
and continued to shadow them. 

The first attack was at 0008 hours on the 24lb 
when Wellington J'/304 sighted and attacked five 
vessels in position 45° 30' N., 06° 50' W., with 
six 250 lb. depth charges from a height of 400 ft. 

Owing to darkness no results were observed. 
This was followed by an attack at 0615 hours by 
Liberator K/110 (U.S.N.} on six vessels in position 
45° 53' N .. 09° 21' W. Four250 lb. depth charges 
were released but no results were observed. 

A Halifax next sighted five destroyers in position 
45° 48' N., 07° 25' W., and later saw the wakes of 
seven vessels on a similar course, in position 
45° 48' N., 07° 49' W. In spite of the variation 
in the number of vessels sighted, it is thought 
that they comprised the two sections of destroyers 
proceeding to meet U1e blockade runner. 

Patrols were maintained during the day of the 
24th and at 0736 hours a United States Liberator 
sighted 11 VCl;SCls on a course of 270°, in position 
45° 50' N., 10° 26' W., and identified nine of the 
vessels as destroyers. This force was sighted 
again at 0812, 0845 and 1525 hours by 
U.S. Liberators all of which met heavy flak. 
Further sightings were made by Sunderlands and 
BcauJightcrs. 

Followi1,g these sightings a striking force of 
eight Halifues of_ 502 Squadron. armed with 
500 lb. M.C. bombs, was detailed to attack. The 
convoy was located and attacks were made 



between 1700 and 1900 hours on the 24th, at 
heights varying from 5,000 to 12,000 ft. Viole11I 

eva:.ive action made it difficult to ob~rve results 
but several crews report seeing dense clouds of 

~moke coming !Nm the large ml"rcha.llt vessel. 
Between 0101 and 0910 hours on December 25, 

nine further bombing attacks and one machine 

gun attack were lfu'ldc. G/311 (Czech) claims a hit 
amidships followed by an outbreak of fire_ No 
other certain bomb hits were seen hut there 

were many machine gun strike~. 
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During the afternoon a force of 14 Mosquitos, 

15 Torbcaus and 29 Beaufighter' were despatched 
to attack the convoy, but they failed to make 
contact. 

All crews showed great determination and 

fortitude in searching for, finding and attacking 
this convoy. The fact thal the target was located 

not once but many times by different aircraft 
reveals a high standard of navigation. It is 
unfortunate that after all th~ efforts there is no 

confirmation of damage to the blockade runner. 

Potential Blockade Runner Severely Damaged 

At a.bout 1230 hours on Decrmber 18 the merchant 
wsscl Pidro Orseoto, 6,344 G,RT., wa.~ attacked 
whibt lying stationary south•\\'C'5t of Concameau. 
Two torpedo hits and manyca1111on strikes :,everely 
damaged this potential blockadt> runner, which is 

c-on~idered now to bt• far from watertight 

The striking Corcc consisted of six Beauflghten of 

254 Squadron each anned with an 18-in. lorpedo 
and four 20-mm. cannon, and an anti-flak force 
of one Beaufighter of z.:;4 Squadron and five 

Beautlgbters of 248 Squadron, all armed with four 
20-mm. cannon. The force ·was escurtt'd by eight 
Typhoons of No. 183 Squadron. The attack 
developed from the south-wrst. The> anti-Bak 
Bt>aufighters made diving attacks from 1,500 ft. 

to close range, and many cannon strikes were ~l:'en 
all over the target. Meanwhile the target waq 

also under firt> from the Typhoons, who raktd tht' 
vess<'l from stem to stem. The Torbeaus 
approached in Huid pairs at heights varying from 

100 to 300 fl. Torpedoes were rt>leased at ranges of 

from 1,000 to J,200 yards and two hits were sei-11, 
OnC' amicWiips and one near the stem. After the 
altack black smoke poured from the vessel and 
she listed to starboard. 

No enemy fighters wc>re encountered but there 
was considerable flak from the target nnd shore 
batteries. Two of the Beaufighters received 
slight damage but all aircraft returned safely to 
base. 

The End of a Blockade Runner 

Thr 2,700-ton Gennan blockade-runner which 
went to the bottom on December 2:7, was caught 

and ,:;unk after a determined and prolonged effort 
on the part of many aircraft and squadrons of 

the Command. The perfonnance of the Czech 
Libt'mtor which delivered the final blow, is in 
every way outstanding. 

·1 he German was fi.r:,-t sighted at 0945 hours 

by Sunderland T120l. Her position was tlwn 
46° 40' N., 19· 30' W. ·· T" shadowed for four 
hours and then attacked with two 500--Jb. M,(. 
bombs and two 250 lb. depth charges. As the 
attack was made from 3,000 feet above cloud, no 
results were seen. Meanwhile at l 135 hour, 

another Sunderland, Q/422, made contact and 
went into allack. The aircraft overshot the 
target on the first run, but raked the enemy':; 
decks with machine-gun fire. On the second 

run two 500-lb. M.C. bombs were dropped from 
1,500 feet an<l the decks were again well sprayed 
with fire_ Only one bomb Wal> sc:ei1 to explode 

and this was a 40-yard undershoot. The Sunder
land attackcn in the face of considerable flak bul 
returned saft'ly to base in spite of some damage. 

The third attack was also made by a Sunderland 
U/201. This aircraft dropped one 500-lb. M.C. 
bomb from 4,000 feet above cloud, but no results 
wert> seen. 

The next attack was lethal. At 1607 hours 
Liberator B/311 (Czech) came .in low on the 
starboard beaol and U!\ed every available weapon. 

The Czechs dived through inten~C' flak and para
chutes on cables and fired cighl R.P.s in pair-;, 
thl! fm,t at 800 ftet and the last .ii 600 fi>et. They 
also dropped one 500-lb. :M.C. bomb and om· 
250-lb. G.P. bomb from 600 foet. Five of the 

rock<·t projectiles struck the enemy's stern above 
the watcrlillt' and ont> bomb hit the ,,tern and 
set it on fire. During th<' attack all the Lib<'rator's 

guns except the- port gun were fired as they could 
be brought to bear. The starboard outer engine 
was hil by flak but the cri-w were uninjured and 
returned safely to basr. 

Ev(•n after this the attackc; were kPpt up. 

About a.n hour later two more Liberator,-, F and 

L 86, attacked with SOO-lb. \f.C. bombs, but 
without result. The German was again sighted 
at 1758 hours by four Halifaxcs. She was 

blazing from encl to end, listing to port and down 
by t11e stem. From time to time t>xplosions 
were seen. Four lifeboats containing about 
seventy ,-urvivors stood off about a mile- from the 
blazing ship. 

The captain and crew of H/3ll are to be 
congratulated on pressing home so skiliul and 
dPtemiined a.11 attack, and the other crews 
concC'rned d<·~erve praise for their ~kill and 
persistence in shadowing and attacking in face 
of considerable opposition. As a result of this 
action the enemy has been deprived of a useful 
ship and a cargo which he can ill afford to lose 
at this i.tagi- of thP war_ 

[PLATE 3 opposite 



The three upper photographs, taken by 105 and J IO Squadrous (ll.S.X.), show ,·arious stages in the ac tion on D1>cembcr 28 between 
H.:M.S. (;fasgow and £11/erprise and eleven enemy destroyers. The oil in the lowc,;t or the three "'as left by one German alter she had 
been sunk. The bottom photograph was taken by 461 Squadron on llecember 30 and shows a boatload of German sun·ivors. 



'J Ju l'C stages in the dcstr111;titm of the G<•rman blockade 11111ncr Afalcrufrr (2,700 Lons), described on page 12. J'hc photograph oo the left, taken hy 3 11 Squad ron. show~ the l111gc c,-pJosion " ·11ith followed tlte bomb hit, 

and in the centre photograph (taken b1· $6 Squadr1Jn) the fire i~ ,een on the after part of the sh,p. 502 Squadroa 's photo6 r-.i.ph o, t '1c right sho ,.,, t•1e German still further oa the w,1y to clc ,truction. ~he is lower in 

the water, her supcr,,tructure is burnt away, and the funnel 1s white hot. Although it is not known what cargo she wa, carrying. her speed suggests that ,t -.,-as both urgent and ,·aluable. 
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Other Attacks 
On November 30 five Beauftghters of No. 404 

Squadron. each armed with four 20-mm. cannon 
and eight 25-lb. A.P. R.P., carried out a Rover 
patrol off the coast of Norway. 

As the strike force was nearing Sognc Fjord a11 
enemy convoy was sighted eight mile!> ahead and 
to starboard of the track of the aiTcraft. lt 
consisted of one tanker of 6,000 tons and ot!e 
3 island type M/V of 2,700 lons escorted by two 
" M" class minesweepers and an armed trawler. 
The convoy was steaming at 8 knots on a couriw 
of 050°. 

The leader tDok the Beaufighters to cloud six 
miles ahead of the convoy, hoping to achieve sont., 
surprise. It -was assumed that the aircraft had 
been sighted but it was still thought. tllat U10 
direction of attack might be concealed to some 
extent The cloud was about two miles long artd 
the convoy was sighted again from a distance of 
about a mile. The approach to the target w,i.s 
made into sun and the attack delivered across the 
sunpath. Four aircraft, L, S, N, B, al.tacked the 
tanker with R.P. and cannon, pressing the attacks 
home to a close range. On breaking away from the 
vessel, aircraft N attacked one of the " M " 
class minesweepers and B attacked the secoud 
M/V. Aircraft J also attacked this M/V. Ma.fly 
R.P. hits and ca1mo11 strikes were seen on the 
tanker, and the M/ V, the trawler and the "M" 
class minesweeper were repeatedly hit with 
cannon shells. 

This successful attack was made in the face of 
intense flak. Four enemy ships were damaged 
for the price of slight damage to two of our air
craft ; -a most satisfactory result. 

A striking force of seven Beaufighters of No. 404 
Squadron was despatched from Wick on Decem
ber 7, to carry out a Rover patrol on the Norwegian 
coast. The aircraft were aU anned with four 
20-mm. cannon. 1n addition, four of them carried 
eight 25-lb. A.P. R.P. each and three carried eight 
60-lb. H.E. RP. 

The aircraft had completed part of the patrol 
and wheJ.1 flying at 2,000 feet, near Stadtlandet, the 
leader sighted an enemy convoy 10 miles ahrad 
stcammg at slow speed on a southerly course. 

The convoy consisted of one 3,000-ton M/V, 
one 2,000-ton M/V. and a small vessel of 500 tons. 
They were escorted by two " M " class mim:
sweepers and a flak vessel. A5 soon as the comroy 
sighted the aircraft it turned to port. . 

All our ~ircrafl attacked in dives from 2,000 lo 
SOO feet, releasing their R.P.s at ranges varying 
from 800 to 600 yards. Three a.ircraft attacked 
the '' M " clao;s mi11esweeper to the starboard a.nd 
rear of the convoy. No R.P. bits were seen but the 
vessel was heavily daioaged by cannon fire and 
was left enveloped in smoke. The 3,000-ton a.nd 
2,000-ton MfVs were receiving attention mean
while. Three aircraft dived on the 3,00Q-.ton M/V 
and il was seen to be hit by cannon fire from all 
the ajrcraft and by R.P. from aircraft " P." The 
remaining one aircraft attacked the 2,000-ton ).1./V 
and the pilot estimated that he scored bits with 
some of the R.P. 

Intense heavy and light tlak from the convoy 
and shore batteries failed to do any damage of 

consequence and an Arado 196 which appeared 
frnm tile north firing M.G. and ca:nnon disappeared 
rapidly behind the convoy. 

The fact that only three of our aircraft suffered 
slight cla,nage is attributed to the accuracy of tl1e 
cannon fire and the ellcct of the 60-lb. H.E. as an 
anti-flak weapon. 

Two trawlen. were sighted by five Beauftghtera 
of No. 235 Squadron whilst on patrol in the Bay 
arna December 10, 194-3. Aircraft " J '' was 
detailed to attack the vessels and opened fire, 
raking the first tr-.iwler from stem to stem with a 
five-second burst of ZO~mm. cannon. No signs 
of da.miJ.€e werP seen. An attack was then Iiiade 
on the ~econcl trawler with a three-second burst 
of fire. Strikes were seen 011 lhe waterline and 
~up1::rstmct1rrP and the crew could be seen taking 
cover under the hatchways. After the attack, 
both trawlers were seen to be blowing :,team and 
the sPcontl trawler appeared to be listing. 

On Dccemher 20 a striking force of nine 
Beaufighters of -144 and 404 Squadrons took off 
from Wick vn a Rover patrol. Four aircraft 
from 144 Squadron carried one 18-in. torpedo 
each and four 20-mm. canno11, and the rest of the 
force w;is ;u-m.cd with cannon alone. The weather 
on the Norwegian coast was bad- 10/l 0ths cloud 
at 800 ft., visibility 2 milrs, a strong wil1d and 
a very rough sea. In fact, conditions for torpedo 
attack were very far frorn perfect. Near [ister 
our aircraft sighted an enemy force of one destroyer 
followed by a U-Boat, but as a result of the poor 
visibility the Beaufigl.it.t!rs found themselves 
almost on top of the target before they saw it. 
Moreover, identification was very difficult. The 
striking force therefore did not have enough time 
to deploy and the anti-flak aircraft could not get 
u1 ahead of the Torbeaus. Nevertheless a.n attack 
was made : aircraft " C " and " A" of 144 
attacked the destroyer from the starboard side 
wbik " T" came in from the port. No hits were 
seen antl it is doubtful if the torpedoes would 
have run in such rough seas. f\ircraft " B " 
attacked the U-Boat, but again no results were 
seen. "T " opened fire on the destroyer with 
cannon and scored l1its on the superstructure, The 
anti-flak aircraft attacked both the destroyer and 
the U-Boat with cannon and many hits were seen 
on both targets. The return fue was very heavy 
and two of our aircraft crasl1ed into the sea. 

It seems that this attack was doomed to failure 
from the begiruling, for the sea was too rough for 
torpedoes and the poor visibility prevented the 
attack being carried out as it had been planned. 
It. is unfortunate that we lost two aircraft, but at 
least it is hoped that the cannon fire killr.d some 
Germans and damaged their ships. 

On lhe night of December 20, Albacore P/416 
was detailed to carry out a search for a target 
thought to be near Dunkirk. This target, 
however, had goue into harbour and " P " was 
vectored on to a ccmvoy consisting of seven 
150 ft. vessels. This convoy was sighted 6 miles 
north-west of Calais steaming on a north-easterly 
course. " P " attacked Crom astern of the convoy 
with six 250 lb. G.P. bombs froth a height of 
1,200 ft. The pilot saw the bombs burst and 
estimates a near miss on the second vessel. 

., 
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Albacore E/415 on shipping patrol in the 
Channel in the early morning of December 21, 
sighted an enemy convoy 6 rttiles north-west of 
Calais. This convoy, which was steering a south
westerly course, consisted of six 150 ft. vessels, 
the first three close together and the second three 
strun~ out behind. " E " attacked from ahead 
releasmg six 250 lb. bombs from a height of 
900/1,000 ft. and aimed at the centre of the first 
three vessels. The bombs straddled lhe targets 
and a red flash and explosion told of at least one 
direct hit. The remaining ve$e1s opened up with 
intense flak but the aircraft was not hit. 

The Wick Beaufigbter Wing again operated 
against enemy shipping off I he Norwegian coast on 
December 27. The striking force consisted of 
four Torbeaus of 144 Squadron, each armed with 
one 18-in. torpedo and four 20-mm. cannon, and 
five Beaufighters of 404 Squadron (four 20-mm. 
cannon) as escort and anti-flak force. The enemy 
convoy was made up of eight v<1ssels, one 6,000-ton 
3-island Type M/V, four coastal vessels of 1,500 
tons, escorted by one" M "class minesweeper and 
two escort vessels. The ships werP steaming on a 
southerly course at 5 !mots. 

The formation made a landfall near Egcrsund 
and had deployed for a turn to starboard. Just 
before turning, the leader saw the convoy to port 
and gave the order to attack. This sudden sighting 
upset the original plan, so the four Torbeaus 
turned in to attack in two waves of two aircraft, 
Aircraft " J " and "j " attacked the 6,000-ton 
M/V from fine on tbe bow at ranges of 1,500 and 
800 yards respectively. While making the I1lll in, 
aircraft " A " was damaged by flak and the 
torpedo failed to release. Aircraft " M " was 
blocked by an escort ve.ssel and was forced to 
attack one of the srnall 1,500-ton vessels releasing 
the torpedo at a range of 900 yards. During and 
after the torpedo attack aircraft '' T " and " A " 
attacked with cannon and scored hits on the largest 
1.lf./V and an escort vessel. The anti-flak aircraft 
flew on either side of the Torbeaus, "V" and 
" R" to port and '' N," "B '' and '' T " to star-

uoard. "V," " R " and " N" then made a tum 
to port and c1.ttacked a I.SOO-ton M/V immediately 
a1stern of the main target. " B " and " T" came 
in from the starboard bow and attacked the two 
escort vessels immediately in front of the 6,000-ton 
M/V. All attacks were carried out in dives from 
900 feet to close range and cannon strikes were 
si:en all over the targets. 

After the attack a spurt of water was seen 
b,etwee,n lhe bow and the bridge of the largest 
J.1[/V and one of the smaller M(Vs was on fire. 
f.ater lbe same day a Mosquito 011 reconnaissance 
saw a 6,000-ton MfV listing to starboard. Il was 
steaming towards Eger::.w1d, accompanied by a 
small coaster and an escort vessel. The main 
tmget was, therefore, probably damaged. 

On December 28 nine Beaufighters of 404 
Sirtaadron took off from Wick to attack shipping 
0111 the Norwegian coast. Seven of the aircraft 
carried eight 60 n,. H.E. R.P. each and all were 
a1rmcd with four 20-mm. canIJon. The force was 
aiirbornc at 1202 hoars and at 1347 a landfall was 
made at Kraakenes. The formation turned north 
amd flying at a height of 1,500 It. pa.<;sed Stadlandet 
amd flew into the entrance of Vanelos Fjord. 
T'here they found a stationary destroyer while 
further in was a 2,000 ton M/V with three escort 
vessels steaming at 8 knots on a course of 140°. 
Seven aircraft, si.x with R.P. and c.annou and 
ont- with cannon only attacked the 2,000-ton 
M{\' in 20n dives from 800 ft. and at ranges 
between 700 aud 800 yards. One of the lcaclliig 
e:scort vessels was attacked with R.P. and cannon 
while the other was strafed with cannon. No 
Iit.P. hits were seen owing to the steep angle of 
<live, the smoke and the columns of water. 
However, smoke and debris were seen coming from 
the large vessel and it is claimed that all three 
e1scort vessels were damaged. 

Lack of room in which to manamvr1:, and flak 
from the destroyers, shore batteri1.--s and escort 
vessels made this a hazardous attack. Two of 
our aircraft were damaged bot all returo!'d to 
base. 

Fine Co-operation 

Anti-shipping operations to the west of the 
Bay of Biscay on December 27-28. provided us 
with a pleasant post-Christmas pick-me-up. The 
destruction of tbe blockade-runner Alsteru,Jer is 
described on page 12 of this issue, but these 
attacks were by no means the end of Coastal 
Command's contribution to the successful opera
tions in this area. The sillking of the Alstemfer not 
only cost the memy a _valuable ship and cai:go, 
but it also directly involved thi:: German Navy 
in th,e loss of three of thcir best destroyers. 
T hP-se vessels had already encountered numerous 
Coastal aircraft over Christmas and the United 
States Navy Liberators which kept them company 
during December 28 played a big part in their 
eventual destruction by H.M.S. Glasgow and 
Enterprise. 

These operations were new to most of the crews 
concerned and aircraft normally engaged in 
huntiug U-Boats changed their function and were 
given the chance of attacking targets which could 

n.ot c,,ade them by disappearing beneath thP. 
surface of the sea. 

On the morning of the 28th, the first U.S.N. 
Uberator V /103, found a force of four .destroyers 
steaming westwards and shortly afterwards 
~notber batch of six also on a westerly course. The 
aircn~ft shadowed the forces from first sighting 
a.t 0920 hours (when they wer<> approximately 
2:70 miles east of the 11/stemfer's final plunge) until 
1510 l1our:; wbt<n il left the scene, having had a 
@:randstand ,,iew of the naval action which 
~J1sued as the result of its sighting report. 
l•iiteen U.S.N. Liberators, six nf which carried 
<:,ut most courageous attacks with bombs from 
heights of 1,000 ft. or tmder, wete also despatched 
~IS a st,:iking force, and twenty-eight Beau.fighters 
t>rovided air cover for the two cruisers which 
~:ngaged the enemy destroyers. Other aircraft 
were alw di.vcrt~d from Anti U-Boat patrols 
fo shadow the force, and as a result of all these 
t:fforts, three German destroyers were definitely 



sunk by the Navy and others wen• severely 
mauled before they goL away. 

The pilots and crews of the attacking Lilwra.lors 
are to be congratulal.t·d on their courage in 

pressing home the attack to 1,000 ft., which is, 
to say the least, an unhealthy position over a 
hostile-minded ship, especially 011c so well blessed 
with flak as a modern German destroyer. 

Far Eastern Blockade Running 

The long expected revival of attempts by 
Axis ships to evade Allied blockade has begun 
and, a.'> before, Coastal Command has p1ay~d 
its part in the Allied counter-measures. 

Early in D ecember, it was noticed that ships 
which had previously bel"'n engaged in this 
traffic with the Far East bad dispersed to ports 
and anchorages between Brest and Bordeaux. 
It -was believed that all these ships had loaded 
and it seemed reasonable to assume that a 
breakout bad been planned. 

Also, as there have usually heen arri\·als in 
U1e Bay of Biscay simultaneously with departures, 
it was reasonable to suppose that some homeward 
ships were ako due. The presence in Bisca.y 
ports of a strong esctirt force, ccmsisting t>f five 
large and six small destroyers, showed that tbere 
would be escorts available for a.ny evaders. 

Before the enemy had made any move, other 
than the dispersal o{ t}1ese ships, Coastal Command 
had aln:acly reduced their number by one. On 
December 18, the Pifltro Orsl!,(}lu, 6344 G.RT. 
was torpedoed as she lay at anchor in Concamea.u 
Bay. Thls ship wa;; the only one of six reluming 
from the East early in 1943 that broke our 
blockade. She had reached the Giroode in April. 
Torpedoes are not strangers to her for she had 
been torpedoed by a U.S. submarine while 
approaching the Bay of Biscay. She made port, 
however. and has speut most of the inter
vening period in Bordeaux. In the attack 011 

December 18, described on page 12 and illustrated 
on Plate 6 two torpedo hits were scored. Again 
this lucky ship failed to sink. However, it is 
safe to assume that the damage will make her 
projected voyage impossible. 

There was no further activity until December 23, 
when a westbound force of destroyers in the 
Bay of Biscay, and a suspicious merchant shjp of 
around 6,000 tons sailing independently on an 
easterly course, still far out in the Atlantic, 
were seen almost simuJtarteously. lt was soon 
clear that the destroyer force was on the wa.y to 
rneet the inward bound ship. The two forces 
were afterwards seen to have merged into one 
convoy, heading for the wf'st. coast of France. 

A number of sbikes on December 24 and 25 
(described on page 11) unfortunately failed to 
stop the ship, which was later identified as tbe 
Osorno, 6951 G.R.T. But it is possible that some 
damage had been inflicted. She was ultimat<"ly 
beacliecl in shallow water off Le Verdon, with 
lighters alongside which show that the cargo was 
being unloaded. It is not clear whether this 
beaching was due to damage from air attack 
or from minjng while she was entering the Gironde. 

Just as I.he Pietro Oseolo, inward bound early 
in 1943, was the only one of six ships to evade 
our patrols, so was the Osorno tl1e only one of 
three starters that left the Gironde at that time 
to reach the East. 

The next i.ncident was on December 27, when 
another inward bound ship was sighted far out, 
at about 20° W. Within a few hours she had 
been attacked and destroyed by Coastal Command 
aircraft (see page 12 and Plate 4). She has been 
identified as the Alsteruftr, 2,700 tons, the 
smallest but fastest and most heavily armed of 
the enemy's. fleet of blockade breakers. The 
violence of the explosion when she was hit by 
bombs suggests tl1at her WJT musl have been 
made unserviceable. It is probable, therefore, 
that the enemy remained unaware of her des
truction for some time. 

There is no uther way of explaining why an 
escort force was despatched presumably to meet 
the Al.s~mfer and to repeat the successful tactics 
of December 25. It was this force that was 
sighted and shadowed on D ecember 28 by 
U.S.N. Liberators and in due course inter
cepted by the cruisers Glasgow and Enterprise 
that had been disposed to intercept Alsl.erujer. 
The cruisers intercepted the destroyer force 
instead and, against heavy odds, sank three of 
lhem with almost no damage to themselves. 
Il is apparent therefore that the destruction of 
the Alsterufer freed the cruiser force of their 
first commitment and contributed to the later 
success against the enemy destroyers. After 
this action, during whicb air cover was provided 
by the Command, there were strikes by aircraft, 
but with no evidence of any damage. 

Later reconnaissance shows that the expected 
breakout from the French coast has not so far 
been made. Nevertheless it would be unwu;e 
to assume that it has been cancelled. But the 
rough handling received by the enemy u1 the 
course of these operations will no doubt give 
the Germans a good excuse for holding up sailings 
to the East in the meantime and therefore 
breaking faith with lhe Japanese. 

The enemy has provided us with any further 
evidence we needed of the value of I.he cargoes 
despatched to German Europe from the East 
(commented on in previous issues of the Coastal 
Co-,mnand Review). In order to escort Osorno 
and Alstemfer through the approar.ht>.s to the 
Bay, on each occasion he despatched Jive large 
and !>ix small destroyers; a greater forc:.e than 
has been provided for any previous units, thus 
showing that he appreciates the value of the 
Allied air and sea forces operating there. 

Since the begimtting of 1944, another blockade breake1· has bee>t s-1mk, by U.S. naval 
surface forces i1i the Soitth Atlantic. Size was the. Weserland (ex Ennla.nd), 6,528 ton,~, 
which was altacked when outward bomui by Coastal Command aircraft in A1,glist 1942. 
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A Wing and a Half 

At 1935 hours on December 24 Liberator 0 /224 
took off from a 19 Group Station on an Anti 
U-Boat patrol. Northing happened until 0020 
hours when a message was rc?Civcd from base 
ordering them to attack an enemy force. Course 
was set for the Spanish coast in order to obtain 
an accurate point of departui:e, and then the 
Liberator set com-sc for the enemy ships. 

At 0311 hours they arrived at the position and 
began a square search. Nothing was seen until 
a contact was obtained to starboard and at the 
same time a flare v.,as sighted. " 0 " flew over 
the enemy at 4,000 ft. and released a 4·5-in. reoce. 
flare in order to illuminate the ships. At the same 
time another aircraft directly above " 0 ·• released 
a flare which brilliantly illuminated " 0 " and 
exposed her to the combined lire of at least six 
destroyers and one M.V. "0 "was doing a steep 
tum to port and intense flak of all kinds was coming 
up to meet her. A violent bang was heard some
where to port and the Liberator fell almost out of 
control in a steep left hand h1rn, losing height 
rapidly. The Captain found that she would not 
answer to the controls and pushed the throttli>s 
right through the gate in an endca vour to bring the 
port wing up. After several seconds, with the 
engines running at maximum boost the aircraft 
was brought on an even keel. 

The gunner rushed out of the rear turret and 
found one of the wireless operators immobile on 
the floor by the flare-chute. He spoke to him and 
got no reply. Thinking that there was no time to 
waste as he had seen a great stream of tangled 
metal and fabric trailing from the port wing, 
outboard of No. 1 engine, he rushed through. the 
botnb-bay and told the Captain that half the port 
wing had gone. 

'fhe Captain found that " O " could be flown 
quite well with full right trim and the control 
wheel wound over almost one full tum to the right. 
He therefore flew away a little way and tumed 
back over the enemy. But the aircraft was still 
losing height and the bombs had to be jettisoned. 
Course was then set for base and the crew settled 
down for a long trip in their very badly damaged 
aircraft. Signals were sent reporting the position 
of the enemy and at 0615 hours a landfall was 
made at the Scillies. At 0650 hours on Christmas 
Day, "0" came in to land at St. Eval, still with 
the controls wound hard over to the right. By 
careful use of his engines, the Captain made a 
perfect night landing and taxied to dispersal. 

On inspection it was found that exactly 13 ft. of 
th<: port wing had been cut right off, probably by 
a cable of somr sort. 

Then and Now 
Their want of practice will make them mrskilful, a1td their want of skiU, timid. 

Maritime skill, like skills of other kinds is not c-ultivaf,ed, by the way, or at chance times. 

Thucydides, 333 B.C. 

Courage alone is not eno-ugh--i.n technical warfare of this nalure we must also have 
the best possible weapons and, above all, be so well trained as to be able to 1~e those 
weap01is effectively. 

Gen. MacArthur, 1941. 

[PLATE 5 opposite 



The top photograph, taken by 103 Squadron (U .S.)1 .), shows one o! the German Seetier destroyers on the way to meet the 
incoming Osorno. These destroyers clisplacc about 2,400 tons and are am1etl with five 5· 9-in. 

Below :-TheGennan blockade runner OsoY110 was the target of a number of attacks on Dccemb<:r 24 and 25, hut unfortunately 
she reached the Giroude. Here, however, she seems t,o have struck a submerged wreck ancl was beached o!f Le Verdon. 
The lower photograph. taken by 544 Squadron, show:;, her discharging her cargo into coasters !or transport to the shore. 
The number o! auxiliarv vessels near her indicate that her cargo must be valuable. In addition to their tlak I.he enemy 

also hatl a number of heavy railway guns on the shore. 

/ 

' 



An enlargement of a camera gun·' still '' showing the destruction of a Ju. 88 by a Beaufightcr of 143 Squadron. 

On December 18, Eeaufighters ol 254 Squadron, escorted hy '.!,!$ S4uadron attacked the Pietro Or<eolo, 
6,3 14 tons, lying in Concarneau Ba,y. Two torpedo bits were scorc<l. The ship is seen on fire after the attack. 

(See letterpress. page I 2.) 

Landfall at Stadllandet. Photographed by 144 Squadron. 
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111.-OTHER OPERATIONAL FLYING 

Combats with Enemy Aircraft 

On Novemoor 9 a Li~rator of 110 Squadron 
(U.S.N.) on anti-U-Boat patrol W'<IS intercepted 
by an Mc.210. The enemy aircraft, flying at 
1,500 ft. on a parallel course to the Liberator, 
made two feints, bringing itself within 600 yards 
range, The deck turret opened -fi.re and. as the 
Me. drew ahead, the bow turret was also able to 
get in a burst. The deck gunner estimated that 
there were hits on the enemy. When it bitd 
reached a position 600 yard!> away on the 
Liberator's starboard bow, the Me. peeled of! for 
an attack, but it passt'd beneath the Liberator 
at great speed apparently without opening fire. 
It continued diving until about 200 ft. above the 
sea when it levelled out aml flew away. The 
Liberator had not jettisoned its depth charges 
so it resumed patrol. 

While on offensive patrol off the Spanish coast 
on November 20, G/235 lost the two other 
Beaufighters with which it had been in formation. 
A Ju.88, at 3,000 ft., was sighted 3,000 yards 
away 01) the port quarter and on a conwrging 
course. "G," flying at I ,SOO ft., made a climbing 
turn to port through 180" to engage the enemy 
which also turned to port, but was unable to bring 
his guns to ~ar. Tlw enemy crossed his tail at 
150 yards, but the enemy rear gunner did not 
open fire. Both aircraft thl'.'n tnmed to make a 
head-on attack, b11t when they were still 1,500 
yards apart the J u. broke away to port. " G " 
tumed to starboard and opened fire, using one 
and a quarter rings deflection at 300 yards, aud 
closing to 250 yards. Strikes were observed on 
the port wi11g rr,ot anrl port motor, which quickly 
burst into flames . Thr remainder of the enemy 
aircraft rapidly bPcatnu enveloped and it crashed 
into the sea, a mass of flames and black smoke. 
There was no return .tire from the J u., nor did 
it take any evasive action when " G " was astern 
of it. 

On November 20, Bea.ufighter A/285 W"c\S on 
offensive patrol off the Spanish coast when it Jost 
formation in cloud. 1t emerged oi1 a course of 
090° at 3,000 ft., and the pilot sigllted a Ju.SS 
about 600 yards away on the port beam, flying 
on a parallel course and at the same height. Tbe 
enemy aircraft opened fire with the rear gun and 
b egan turning to starboard Iot an attack. "A" 
throttled back, did a steep tum to port and 
attacked from 400 yards, using full deflection a.nd 
closing to 150 yards a.stem of the 88 which had 
turned sharply to port. The pilot got in three 
short bursts at the Ju .. the last one being sel'D 
to enter the fuselage. 'rhe Ju. immediately caught 
fire and lost height slowly ; "A " followed it 
down until, at 500 ft., it disintegrated, leaving a 
patch of burning fuel on the waf.er. Tbe 
Beaufightcr was not hit. 

On November 30 a Liberator of 110 Squadron 
(U.S.N.) was flying on anti-U-Boat patrol at a 
height of 2,000 ft. and on course 140°. The rear 
gunner sighted eight Ju.88's, 1,000 yards away on 
the starboard quarter, on a parallel course and at 
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thf• i,ame height. The pilot immediately increased 
speed and tumed 90° starboard to reach cloud 
at 3,000 ft. At the same time Ilve of the 88's 
turned. peeled off singly and attacked from the 
starboard. Return fire was accurate and tracer 
was seen to enter three of the Ju.88's. Their 
fire was low and it burst ahead of the Liberator. 
On reachi:ng cloud the Libcrator altered course a 
further 90° starboard and broke cover about 
five minutes later. Here it was attacked by three 
88's which bad apparently stayed on a course 
parallel to the one on which the Liberator had 
entered cloud. Hits were scored on at least one of 
these aircraft by the port and rear gunners. The 
pilot then turned port through 180° to regain 
cloud cover, and entering cloud he made a further 
turn to port on lo 270°. The enemy were .not seen 
again. The Liberator had not jettisoned the depth 
charges during the action, and continuing on the 
course of 270° as far as 13° W., was able to resume 
patrol. Damage was limitP.d to a few small 
shrapnel holes in the port wing tip. 

While Sunderland L/10 was on anti-U-Boat 
patrol on November 30, ,,ix Ju.8S's were sighted 
on the starboard how. The enemy ,aircraft were 
flying on a course at right angles to that of the 
Sunderland, and at the same height, 2,500 ft. 
Two aircraft detached themselves from t he 
formation and crossed " L's " bow at 2,000 yards 
range. During this time the main body of aircraft 
turned to port and attacked from the starboard 
quarl"er. Three of them broke away early and 
the fourth closed to 400 yards before following the 
others below the Sunderland. The starboard 
galley gunner fired several shorl bursts at one of 
the three, and the. mid-upper gunner scored many 
hi~ on the fourth. '' L " bad taken no evasive 
action meanwhile, other than a slight turn to 
starboard, cloud cover being on the port. All 
six Ju.88's then formed up ill tine astern about 
2,000 yanls away on the port quarter. Two of 
them began an attack, but one, emitting a lot of 
smoke, broke off and circled at about 1,500 yards 
range, wl1ile the c>ther pressed home bis attack 
Lo within 100 yards. This aircraft was hit by 
fire from three positions on the Sunderland, and 
it was seen to be smoking from both engines as it 
passed bene.ath the tail. Several more short but 
ineffectual attacks were made at e::1..1.reme range 
before "L" gained cloud cover. Two of the 
J u.8S's were damaged but the Sunderland also 
suffered badly from machine gun and cannon 
holes. The captai'l and two others of the crew 
suffned leg injuries. 

On December I Beaufighter D/285 flying at 
4,000 ft., was orbiting a dinghy when the Capt-ain 
sighted three enemy aircraft at a distance of two 
miles. They were all heading south towards " D." 
Two of them, Ju.8S's, were at 6,000 feet and the 
other, an He. lll, at 3,000 ft . As the He.111 
pas~ed below the Bcaufi.ghter pilot, he made a 
tight turn in an effort to get on its tail. He 
managed a short burst at 600 yards just beforii 
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the Be. gained cloud cover. No hits are claimed. 
The 88's ha.d now begun to dijve on "D" ancl, 
being at a temporary disadvantage, the ,::iilot 
sought and gained cloud covt:r lx,fore he could be 
fired at. 'When "D " broke f.hl" top of the cloud 
at 4,000 ft., the captain saw one of the _Ju.88's at 
5,000 ft., about 800 yards ahead. Making use of 
cloud, "D " closed the ra.nge I o 300 yards and, 
pulling up the nose, fired a burst from 800 ft. 
below. The belly of the 88 was hit and several 
pieces fell off. The Beau.fightf'r had to brea.k off 
this attack owing to la.ck of speed and the enemy 
got away in cloud. There was a large amount of 
cloud in the area ru1d none of the enemy was seen 
again. 

Sunderland L/228, while patrolling on 
De<:cmber 1, sighted eight Ju.881s, 4-5 miles 
away on lhe st-arboard bow. They were stepped 
up in li.ne astern and .flying on a course at right 
angles to that of " L" The nearest one. at 
1,600 ft., wai3 :;lightly higher than the SundPrland. 
Thf' formation at once headed Car L/'1213, the 
leading aircraft peeled off and attacking on the 
starboard bow, came in very close before breaking 
aw.iy. While fixing his gun in position the second 
pilot was hit in the arm, ancl he had to retire. 
But the mid-upper and rear gunners got iD 
several bursts at the Ju., and tracer from both 
the.~e positions was seen to enter the aircraft. At 
this point " L " was put into a violent diving 
turn to starboard, causing all the belt feeds in 
the tail turret io jnmp off their rollers and putting 
the four guns temporarily out of action.. Also, 
an attempt was made to get rid of the depth 
charges. Two of them were jettisoned but the 
remainder hung up owing to a trolley jamming 
the bomb doors. The enemy aircraft which had 
bePn h.it was last seen by the tail gunner, diving 
almost vertically al the water. Black smoke 
was -pouring from both engines. This disaster 
appeared to disconcert the other Ju.88's and the 
second one made only a hall-hearted effort, 
breaking off his attack at 1,000 yards. The rest of 
the formation then wheeled around to starboard 
of the Sunderland and formed up as follows:
Two on the starboard bow, two on the starboard 
beam, two astern and one on the port quarter, 
the whole lot flying roughly parallel with " L. '' 
The single aircraft made a dummy attack, 
breaking away at 8()0 yards. At the same time, 
one of the enemy on the starboard bow joined 
forces with one on the beam ,n<l t.he two attacked 
from the starboard bow. They seemed reluctant 
to get in close and broke away at 1,000 yards, 
most of tlicir firo bu:n,-ting sbort. "L " had not 
been drawn by the dummy attack and was able 
to tum in to meet tbjs attack on the bow. Two 
of the remaining aircraft had come round to the 
port bow in the meantime and attacked in qujck 
succession, firing from 2,000 yards to 800 yards. 
The fi.rst of them came in close after ceasing to 
fire and, when at 300 yards range, was fired at 
by the front gt010er. The Sunderland dived 
steeply to port and as the Ju. passed above, it 
was hit in the port engine by flre from the nose 
and mid-upper turrets, The tail gunner had 
repaired three of his guns and managed to get in 
a short burst at the enemy aircraft as it broke 
away. The tail and mid-upper gunners saw I.his 
J u. diving steeply towards the ,;ea with black 
smoke coming from its port c:,ngi.ne. Soon a ft.er the 
mid-upper gunner saw a patch of foam ort the 
sea. The second of the two Ju. 88's, which was 
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tb~n ahead of '' L," fired a short burst but broke 
away to starboard al 1,000 yards. A few bursts 
were fired at this aircraft but as it was at extreme 
range no hits were estimated. The enemy forma
tion was 1 hen widely scattered and, before it 
could be reformed, "L" was able to gain cover in 
a mediwn-sized cloud. For about five minutes the 
crew caught occasional glim,::ises of tl1e tmnny but 
no furlher contact was made. It was then possible 
to release the jammt'd bomb doors with the aid 
of a fire axt', and the remaining depth charges 
were jettisoned. The Sunderland conti1111ed to 
circle in the cloud for an hour and then set cow-se 
north-west, making use of all available cloud 
cover. 

The action had lasted for half an hour and it is 
interesting to note that, after the first unsuccessful 
attack, the only other Ju.88 to press home at all 
closely was consequently hit. The crew of the 
Sunderland put up a very fine: show and it is 
disappointing tbat the two Ju.88'~ wl1icb w,•re 
almost certainly destroyed, were not seen to 
crash and can therefore be clain'IC'd only as 
'' Probables." 

On Decemh1•r 8 while: approaching the Nor
wegian coast Mosquito R/383 sighted a. Ju.88 
on a northerly course, about thriat\ miles off thl' 
coast. The pilot of " R " kept the enemy in sight, 
and, crossing the coast, he carried out his shipping 
reconnaissance before increasing spee<l tu over
haul the 88. Closing to 500 yards astern, " R " 
gave two short bur!>-ts, scoring hits on the star
board side of the Ju.88 which began giving off 
clouds of black smoke. RPtum fire, including 
greenish tracer, was fairly heavy and the enemy 
continued firing after the :Mosquito's- guns had 
stopped. Both aircraft were la.king evasive 
action and" R" broke away to port after its guns 
ceased firing. The Ju.88 turned towards the coast 
and, leaving a dense t·rail of smoke, appeared to be 
losing height as it made !or the nearest islands. 
Owing to the mountainous nature of the country 
in that parl, it is e}..iremely unlikely that the 
J 1i. wac; able to makf'_ ,~ i;uccessful forcetl lamling. 

On December 10 Beaufight&rs W and 
Z/404 were orbiting an :1-1.T.B. iJ1 position 
6 1° 10' N., 02° 42' E. A Ju.188 entered the circuit 
and was immediately chased by" z;• who warned 
"W" on R/T of the enemy's presence. The Ju. 
turned into sun and " Z " lost sight of it. Mean
while " W " made a steep turn and closed to 
500 yards astem of the enemy, who turned steeply 
into the attack. " W" was able to gel on his tail 
;tgain and fired five short bursts from 400-SOO 
yards ; tracer were seen to Pnter the cockpit. The 
enemy airc,raft took violent corkscrew evasive 
action, and headed for cloud at 1,000 feet. " Z" 
sighted the Ju. again while it was being attacked 
by "W,'' and fired several short bursts from 
extreme range, but no hits were scored. The 
enemy was last seen entering cloud with a thin 
trail of black smoke coming from the port engine. 
Up to U1e time when the enemy's cockpit was hit, 
return fire was experienced from the cockpit rear 
gun. Neither of the Beaufighters was damaged, 
and tbe Ju.188 was prevented from attacking 
the M.T.B. 

Mosquit.o 0 /833 was flying in the direction of 
the Norwegian coast on December 10 when it 
sighted a Ju.88 lwo miles away on the starboard 
bow. The enemy, which had been heading in a 



uortb-we;.tcrly direction, turned due north as 
"0" closed in an<l fired a burst from 600 yru:ds 
dead astern. This caused smoke to come from the 
starboard engine of the 88 which then turned 
towards the coast and fired a red cartridge. The 
Mosquito carried out another attack from astern, 
this time dosing to 300 yards. The Ju.'s s-tar
board engine burst into flames which spread to 
the fu;;elage. The aircraft crashe<l intq thr sea 
about 15 miles off the coast. The M.G. fire 
returned from the 88 made only one hole in the 
Mosquito. Tlte Nav4':a.tor took some good photo
graphs confinning the destruction of lhe enemy. 
After the combat the pilot carried out his shipping 
reconnaissance as originally briefed. 

On December 12 Beaufi.ghters G, P, N, D, T, 
A/143 wen:onoffensive patrol in theBayof Biscay. 
While heading north they werP attacked from 
astern by five Ju.88s out of su11. G," the 
leader, received V.H.F. warning of the presence of 
banrlits :\t 7 o'clock, and saw T" on his port 
quarter being attacked by two 88s. He turned 
steeply to port to make ~traight for the enemy a.nd, 
despite evasive action, got on the tail of 0111' nf 
them. Closing to less than 200 yards he nrf'd a 
burst and saw th~ port eugine blow up. As ' G " 
broke below tht> Ju., " P" dived on it~ taiJ and 
from 200 yards scored hit~ on fuselagE> and star
board engine ; the enemy aircraft crashE>d into 
the sea. Meanwhile, " G" had sighted another 
Ju.88 in combat with a Beaufighter and <lived to 
attack, hut was unable to fire while lhey were all 
milling around. The enemy broke away and 
climbed steeply, follo·wed by " G '' who fired a 
burst from 200 yards; flashes came from the 
Ju.'i; cockpit and il rolled over and went into a 
steep dive. "G" also rullerl over and, diving 
vertically, got in another burst at the 88 which 
hit the sea and disintegrated. After this the 
Beaufrghtcr clirnbc<l to 3,000 feet where it was 
attacked by another enemy aircraft. During the 
combat which followed a big piect> fell off the Ju. 
The Bcaufighter's navigator fired several bursts 
with his rear gun and claims hits on lbe enemy's 
port wing root. Although " G " was undamaged, 
ammunition was now exhausted and the captain 
broke away on a northerly course; the 88 was 
last seen heading cast a11d losing height. 

After his first attack " P ·· saw a Ju.SS cross 
his bows about half-a-mile away. It was being 
pursued by ·a Beau.fighter, which in tum had 
,another 88 on its tail. "P" engaged the 
second Ju. and in the ensuing combat scored 
uwnerous hits on the cncmv fuselage and coch-pit ; 
the starboard engine was also hit, and the Ju. 
dived into the sea. Having expended all his 
ammunition " P " set course for base. 

The pilot of Beaufighter '' N" fired at a Ju.88 
which crossed his sights, but claims no hits ; he 
was fired at by another Ju. hut not hit. The 
observer saw a Bea11fighter's tail unit sticking out 
of the water. "D" was hit in the top of the 
cockpit by fire from an aircraft which the crew did 
not sec; the Beaufighter was only slightly 
tlamage<l. 

Although surprised by the Ju.88.s, the Beau
lighters gave a goorl account. of tl1emselvcs. They 
destroyed three enemy aircraft and damaged a 
fourth. Two Bcaufighters, "T" and "A," failed 
to returt1. 

On December 14 Beaufighters O and S/144 were 
on Rover patrol along the Norwegian coast wl.Jen 
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a Do.24wa.ssighted cwo mile.:; away ;mdapproach
ing Crom the opposite direction. " 0 " turned 
sharply and climbed to intercept the enemy a bout 
200 ft. above. Two burst:; of cannon were fired 
causing smoke an<l flame to issue from the 
Domier's port motor. " S " followed in after 
this attack and scored hits or1 the port engine 
and wing of the Do. which crashed into the sea. 
No survivors were scett. During the combat the 
Do.24 took no evasive action and fired only a 
4--star red ~rtridge. The Bt:aufigbters retained 
their torpedoes throughout the action. 

On December 16 Mosquito 0 /333, while 
.flying near the Nonvegian coast on a southerly 
course, sighted two F.W.190s about 1,500 yards 
ahead and slightly to port. The enemy aircraft 
were heading east when sighted, but turned south 
in front of " 0 " and climbed to about 1,000 feet 
"0 " stayed at sea lr.vel until 880 yards astern of 
the nearer F.W. and then climbed above the 
enemy's slipstream and closed to 300--400 yar<ls, 
where the pilot fired a burst with all four cannon. 
An cxplo".ion wa:, seen in the front of the aircraft 
and pieces flew off in all directir>ns : the dam~gcd 
aircratl rolled over on ib back and dived spirally 
into the sea. No avoiding action was taken by 
the F.W., which seems to have been completely 
surprised. The other F.'l'V.190 continued steadily 
on its course and wa~ chased by "O." The 
Mosquito pilot, how1•ver, fi.nduig that his gunsight 
bad become unserviceable, brokE> off and turned 
out to sea. 

While escorting a convoy on November 19 
Fortress S/220 was i11fonned on R[f by the S.N.O. 
of the presence of a bandit. Flying on a course of 
180° T, for the sector indicated, the Fortress 
emerged from a bank of cloud at 2,400 ft. and the 
second pilot saw an aircraft heading north at 
1,600 ft., 2-3 miles away on the starboard bow. 
•· S" immediately tumPd right to intercept and 
when a,bout 1,200 yards away thP captain decided 
that the aircraft was not friendly. He thought it 
to be a Ju.290. The enemy made a slight tum to 
port and climberl rapidly for cloud cover. Fire 
was opened from the npper turret and nose gun 
of the Fortress and hits were registered on the after 
part of the enemy's fuselage. A short burst of 
tracer was returned from the enemy but it did no 
damage. When " S " was within 250 yards, the 
supposed Ju.290 disappeared in cloud and was 
not seen again. 

On December 24 Beallftght~rs N, Q, M. and 
V/143 were flying al 1,000 ft. on offensive patrol 
in the Bay of Biscay. Two He.177s in tight 
formation at sea level were 5ighted about 1,000 
yards to port. The Beaufigb.te.rs immetliately 
turned to attack. "N " went in first and clos,•d 
to 200 yards, but was bit by return fire ancl blPw 
up in mid-air. " Q '' followed in and fired thr~e 
bursts at the port He, but saw no hits; he then 
turned to attack again but, finding his gwts had 
failed, broke away. "M " made four attacks on 
the starboard aircraft, but "vithout result. The 
pilot then saw smoke coming from the port cnginP 
of the other He. so decidec1 to attack it ; he firrd 
six bursts and broke away, having run out of 
ammunition. Meanwhile "V " had dimb,•<l 
4,000 ft. into sun and ma<le three diving attacks 
on the port aircraft; the ent>my pilot atternptc•d 
to r each cloud but his starboard t>J1gi11e burst into 
flames and the aircraft crashed into the sea.. 



The other He.177 broke away 11-l right angh::; to 
the original track ::\nd disappi>ared, Throughout 
the action the enemy aircraft st.iy.-d clo;;e togt>ther 
and made- no attempt at evasion. 

On December 27 Beauflghter M/144, after carry
ing out a torpedo attack sightt•d a B. V. 138 1 ! miles 
away on the starboard bow, The B.V. w·J.S 
about 600 feet above, so '' M " made a climbing 
turn to starboard to attack. The pilot opE>ned fire 
from 300 yards on the enemy's port beam and 
closed to 150 yards. Hits w,•rp srcn on thr• port 
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engine and centre nacelle. The centre engine 
caught fire and pieces fell off and a green flash 
followed by a red flame was seen in the cabin. 
The enemy aircraft made a gentle diving tum 
towards the ~ea, levelled off higb, then stmck the 
water and c:artwheded on to its back. Uuring 
the• combat a short inaccurate burst of machine 
gun fire came from the enemy's rear cockpit, but 
did no damagr. Photographs taken by the 
obsPrver in '' M" .show the B.V.138 burning on 
thl! water. 

Photographic Reconnaissance during 1943 
The year 1943 has seen con~iderable advance 

in the range and scope of Pho~ographic Recon
naissance. This has been primarily achieved by 
the a.cquisit.ion of new bases abroad and by the 
re-equipment of Lhe Spitfire Squadrons with the 
Mark XJ Type and the Mosquito Squadrons with 
the Mark lX Type. The first sorties with these 
new aircraft were flown towards the 1..-nd of 
December, 1942, 

The new Spitfire's speed at ht•igh.t is ~o much 
greater than that of ihe :i.lark V that tactics 
have been altered to make foll use of its improved 
performance. Formerly it had been usual to fly 
just beneath the trail lewl, but only up to the 
aircraft's most efficient and P<;OlJomicaL lieighl. 
In the summer, when therf' wert' either llo trails 
at all or the trail level was very high, it became 
advantageous to fly at an increasingly greater 
height than before, and it was soon appreciated 
that the higher this new type flew, the greater 
was its superiority over the F.W. 190 and Me.109G. 
In the spring of this year when ihe trail level 
was low, it was decided to ex-periment by flying 
at maximum height and disregarding trails, so 

· as to make full nscoflhe high altitude performance. 
Unless the pilot was able to gat out of trails al 
this height his track was of course obvious to the 
enemy, but these tactics had thE> advantage> that 
any enemy aircraft climbing to int!'rcept would 
have to pass through anything up to 15,000 feet 
of trails to gain the same height:,-it being clearly 
impossible for the enemy aircritft to climb and 
at the same time overtake arid intercept the 
Spitfire. Since using these methods, which 
sometimes mean flying as high as 42,000 feet, 
interceptions have been few, but just lately 
enemy aircraft have been mot even at these 
extreme heights. The control of aircraft at this 
height is so difficult that it would be no easy 
matter for the enemy to make a successful inter
ception. One of the greatest difficulties is the 
complete frc&dng up, under c<;rtain conditions, 
of the cockpit hood, so that if the enemy has 
overcome this difficulty be might be in a position 
to jump one ofour aircraft. It should be mentioned 
that P.R. Spitfires and Mosquitoes have no 
pressure cabin and that some pilots find it a 
considerable physical strain to fly for long dis
tances at these heights, whcn•as they had no 
trouble flying up to 35,000 feet. 

During the past year the ra:iige of operations 
has been considerably increased by the acquisition 
of new bases abroad. There have been several 
long Mosquito sorties covering targets as far 
away as Narvik, Gdynia, Berlin, Gleiwitz, Vienna, 
Belgrade and Budapest. Ma.n.y of these have 

taken off from this country and used airfields in 
Southern Italy, Sicily, Malta, Tunis, Algiers and 
Gibraltar at which to refuel before returning 
home. In addition to the sorties flown from home 
bases, s~cial work has also been carried out by 
detached P.R. frights in Russia, Gibraltar and 
the Azores. 

From the camna point of view the grratest 
advanr.e was the> successful installation in the 
Spitfire Mark XI o( split cameras with long focal 
length. Fom1erly, in the old marks it was only 
possible to install a single vertical long focal 
length camera: suitable for assessing bomb damage. 
Owing to the large scale needed for this type of 
work, the area cowred was relatively small. Over 
large and particularly hostile areas such as the 
Ruhr and Berlin, it was often impossible for the 
desired area to be covered in one sortie. On one 
occa.~ion a Spitfire pilot made 12 runs OVC!r Berlin 
and stayed over the target for nearly three
quarler!- of an honr, But since the large-scale 
bombing of the GPrrnan capital, more attention 
is paid even to a single aircraft Aying above it, so 
that now it would hardly br possible· to stay a.s 
long as t.his. The successful installation of the split 
camer-<tS has almost doubled the area covered 
and thereby halved lhe numher of nms necessary 
to covi-r the target. 

The main oppositiou to P.R. is intercP.ption, 
although it ha,; been found that flak can be very 
accurate even at extreme heights. Normally it 
takes some time before> the direction and height 
o( the flak become accurate and by this time the 
target is usually successfully photogra-phed. How
ewr, there have been occasions where the speed 
and accuracy with which the flak starts up 
succeeds in preventing the target being completely 
covered. Nevertheless, the main worry to any 
P.R. pilot is that of interception and with the 
enormous increase both in British and American 
day activity over enemy territory, particularly at 
great height, many more enemy .fighters are 
encountered than fonnc:rly. On active days 
when there is practically continuous bomber, 
fighter a11d fighter-bomber activity from this 
co11ntry, it is virtually impossible to route all 
photographic sorties to avoid contact with these 
operations. 

The demands for photography have increased 
both in number and diversity. Damage assess
ment, photography for the mounting bomber 
offensive, both day and night. has become an 
ever growing part of the total work. In the case 
of very large targets such as Berlin it is most 
important for Bomber Command to know exactly 
what areas can be consi<ieJ"ed deva1.tated in order 
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PLA rE 7 

U.S.J\.A.F. l'ortres,;es o,·cr Germany, photographed by .~41 Squadron. 

German torpedo boats of the T. I 20 Class proceeding at estimated ~pccd of 20 knots, photographed in the Bailie 
by 540 ~quadron. 



PLATE 8 

---.. 

A Beaufightcr of 143 Squadron escorting H.:\LS. E,iterprise. 

7 
1 

An experiment in connection with the airborne lifeboat : 175 yards of orange-coloured buoyant line being fired 
out on either side of the boat by rockets, directly the lifeboat touches the water. The lines are operated by an 

immersion switch. 
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to avoid wasting good bombs where no mort ar(: 
needed. As well as assessing the damage after 
a raid, much new target data has been required, 
particularly for the long distance Fortress raid,; 
such as those on Gdynia, Marienburg, Anklam, 
Regensburg, and the other industrial plants in 
Gcnnany and occupied territory. The need for 
good target maps covering a considerable are2~ 
around a target has increased lately owing to 
the speed with which the enemy start up their 
smoke screens. If the target it~elf ls completely 
obliterated it is only by the use of target photo,· 
graphs covering a considerable area from the targe1t 
that an accurate run up can be made. 

In addition to this work for the Allied Bombe1r 
Commands, routine photographic reconnaissance 
is made of all the Continental ports from BordeauJC 
to Gdynia and of the Norwegian ports as fair 
north as Narvik, Theiit' are done at variou:; 
intervals according to their importance, so that a 
systematic check can be kept on enemy shipping 
activity. Similar routine n~connaissance is made 
of a very great number of enemy airfields so 
that any major movement of the G.A.F. will be~ 
quickly noted, Regular cover i::. also obtained o'f 
all the larger aircraft factories, all types o'f 
industrial plants and shipbuilding yards. Thi:, 
has enabled us to make accurate estimates of the~ 
type of work done and the output. 106 Wing 
deal with innumerable other photographic de
rnanib such as enemy R.D.F. installations, flak 
position:,, inland barge-b11.ilrling yards, military 
encampments, tank testing areas, canals, railway., 
and marshalling yards. 

No type of flying is so dependent on weather 
as P.R. work. Berlin is an example of the 
difficulty of obtaining photographs of distan't 
targets in winter, for it was only after 35 sortie:; 
had been flown to the city that any photograph:; 
of the recent heavy raids were obtained. The 
majority of these sorties reached the target area 
only to find it covered with cloud. 

P R. is not only limited tg day work, Much 
research in night photography has been don,e 
during the last year and several successful sorties 
flown, There has been an undoubted advanc,e 
in technique and this has, to a great extent, bee111 
brought about by the use of a larger and improve1i 

type of American flash b~rnb, In this type of 
photography a single exposure is taken with each 
bomb dropped, so that it is only by accurate 
timing of the dropping of the bombs that satis
factory stereoscopic pail's of photographs can be 
obtained. Normally, about six of these bombs 
are carried. The shutter mechanism of the camera 
is actuated on the burst of the flash by the use of 
a photo.electric cell. Many experiments have 
been carried out to find the correct height in 
relation to the height of the aircraft at which 
the bomb is timed to burst. The main advantage 
of this American bomb is that night photographs 
can now be taken at a considerably greater height 
than formerly, it now being possible to get good 
phoiographs from as high as 23,000 ft. Several 
good photographs of ports have been taken, but 
the greatest skill and experience is needed to 
navigate and site the camera correctly since only 
single exposures are taken. The recent instalJation 
of certain navigational aids bas greatly helped to 
overcome this difficulty. 

As well as operating all these sorties, 106 Wing 
has the task of installing cameras and modifying 
and despatching all P.R. aircraft for use in any 
part of the world. During 1943, pilots of this 
wing have flown 47 Spitfires and 27 Mosquitoes 
to the Mediterranean theatre, and 29 Spitfires and 
17 Mosquitoes to India. 

In July of this year the wing took over the 
administration and running of No. 8 0 .T. U ., which 
deals entirely with the training of Mosquito and 
Spit.fire P.R. and Met. Flight pilots. This has 
eliminated much of the tather unnecessary 
training which pilots for this type of work 
received in the past and given them I.he specialized 
training they need. Practically all the instructors 
are P.R. pilots who have done one or more tour of 
operations. 

To give some idea of the amount of work done, 
the following figures are of interest. During the 
year some 2,989 sorties have been flown in all, 
from Benson and the detached Flights, and of 
these, 2,252 have oblai11ed photographs. These 
sorties have involved proccssi.J1g 467,042 negatives 
and 1,392,756 prints. On one occasion at Benson 
alone, 5,937 negatives and 18,979 prints were 
dealt with in a single day. 

P.R. Sorties during December 

[The foUouJing sel~lion of re.ports of plwtottrapll-ic reconnaissance wel'e 1t1ritten ~y members 
of the ail'c-.rews cotu:erned.1 

541 SQUADJR.ON (SPITFIRE) 

Un the morning of December 20 I was briefed 
to do a D1A sortie of the docks and town o,f 
Hamburg and to return via Bremen bccausf' 
Fortresses of the American Air Force were to 
bomb it at about 1130 hours. At 1100 homs I 
took off from the forward base and climbed to 
38,000 ft. over the North Sea where there wa.s 
5/ l0ths cirrus at 25,000 ft. Twenty miles west c1f 
the enemy coast there was 6-7/IOths strato-cum. 

(C51101) 

At 1130 hours I crossed the coast al The Hague 
where the visibility was good with 3/lOtbs 
strato-cum. Shortly after crossing in I saw 1ong 
persistent contrails north of my track. Later I 
found that they were made by Fortresses and 
Lightnings which were parl of the force going to 
Bremen. As T was travelling much faster__and well 
above the bombers I continued op track, switched 
on my cameras and photographed the formations 
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as T pas~t:d. Bremrn 'was only a short d1:.tance 
away when I saw two formations going in to 
bomb their target. Above the leading formation 
I saw three single-engined en•·my aircraft diving 
to the attack, but as the Fortresses were close 
together thei r concentrated fire power was much 
greate, than that of thP fighters which broke 
away Thinlong that l might g1>t photographs of 
thr hombers letting go their load I turned towards 
Bn·men with my cameras on. There we:rc than 
at least 100 aircraft over tht" target which was also 
covered by flak bursts. Th!' ~moke scret·n on the 
west side of the town was in operation. but it 
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did not seem to worry the bombers at all. After 
finishing my run I altered course for my primary 
target, Hamburg, but this was unfortunately 
cowred by cloud. As I approached Bremen on 
thl• return journey thC're wa.~ ;,,moke billowing up 
to 15,000 ft. Then I knew that the American~ 
bad not wasted their time sincf' I bad left There 
wcr, no aircraft over Bremen by this tim,: so I 
did two runs, feeling much more c-omfortable 
than the fir.,t time. At 1235 hours I set 
course for base, landing at 1345 hours after 
the most interesting operation I have ever 
done. 

541 SQUADRON (SPITFIRE) 

[ took off from Bradwell B.i.y on Den:mbt'r 20 
at 0945 hours for a D A of B.::rlin. I wa~ not 
giwn any promise.s by the )Jc,t., bur L w:i,- rold 
that J might sec the city. As this had bt•t>n the 
rt>gular story for week:, bt'fort, J was not ver} 
hOJlt'ful of gettmg the long-awaited photograph~ 
On climbing up I found trail,- very low, <;o I 
rhmbcd to 40,000 ft., where I wa,- making no 
trail at all. Cloud obscured thl' Dutch coast and 
the fi1st pin-pomt T made wa~ the crntrt• of the 
Ruhr, about 50 milc-s off track When I was 
near Hanover two trails cross<·d my path, but a:, I 
wa.~ making no trail thf' i-ll(•my did not ,t't' nw 
until tJ1ey had done a vcry wide tum and I lu~t 
then1 almm,t immediatdy. I realised whrn T got 
nearer the city that I n11ght after all have a 
chance of seeing Berlin, but near )Jagdeburg tht> 
ha1t• thickened and J had great difficulty in map
reading through 3/ I0th cloud. Just brforl' 
reaching the city I had a ~harp attack of" bends" 
in my left arm and l1tg, but , mcrgency oxygen 
and dc•et:nt to 38,000 ft. aUcY1atcd this a little. 
I pin-pointed tit<· w&.teni Jakes and to my great 
disappointmrnt a big slab of :.trato-cum. covered 
the main pa.rt of the city, the thick haze making 
its boundaries very difficult to determine. Anyway, 
I made two ru1i-- over what I thought were the 
main we:,tf'm factc,ries of the city. As I wa,. 
turning off my camera,, J Sell\ an enemy aircraft 
in trails about 2,000 ft. below me. It was 
fortunate for mt• that T saw him then for I bad 
not enough p ,twl t0 mcn-ase speed. I came down 
to 36,000 ft. to get away from him and also to 

get nd of my · bt-nd,.," which were getting qwte 
;:;everc. I wa., now mak111g a slight trail, but the 
increased sp..'l'd from Utt> descmt l·nablcd me to 
lose the enemy and also anothrr which was 
approaching from the north-wc:,t. 

I continued unmole:-tt'<l at 36.000 ft. wltil I saw 
an 1mmen:,e umbrdl;1 of flak on tht' horiwn 
ahead and slightly to starboard It was fully 
five mmutes before I realised from th1 many trails 
and aircraft that the Fortn:i.scs Wt'rr bombing. 
Soon I laww It wa, Bremen and I got nt-ar enough 
to sec imm,·rN• black smoke clonri!. billowing 
upwards. An in,-.tinct of sdf-preservation a11d the 
proximity of th(' action prompted mt' to alter 
cour~• to the south. I had just done ,,o whetl 
t1\1J trails appt.'ared ahead in the direction of my 
origmal coun.e. Thad no option but to dimb and 
increase the rev,.., but I could only afford 2,650. 
To my relief the enemy turned off towards Bremen 
after a very short whik By this timr I could see 
thr forts going in to bomb and a coup)P of black 
..moh spiral,-, which l presumed ,wn doomed 
F.\V.190s. Again two F.W.s came towards mt 
l>ut as thC'y were down sun and I was again 
making no trails, they had difficulty in sreing me 
and I drew away again. 1 had to alter course 
agam and when owr thl· Zuyder Zee two more 
aircraft apl)l:ared making trails about 1,000 ft. 
to 2,000 ft. below me. My fuel was low so I had 
to descend to increase speC'd and after crossing 
Lht Dutch coast they foll away. I landed 
with jru-t enough fuel to take me to the 
Watch Officr·. 

644 SQUADRON {MOSQtJrrO) 

We were briefed at 1000 hours on Decembn 16 
to carry out a photograph.ic reconnaissance of 
target:s in tht> Trento, Lake Constance and 
Stuttgart area:. ana Wt: took off at 1120 hours. 
Wt> went into cloud at about 500 ft. and came 
out above 10/IOths stratus at 4,500 h. Wt: set 
, our .. c and climbed to the condensation trail level, 
which was 27,500 ft. We cro!>sed out at Bf'achy 
Head above 10 lOtm;, l>ut fortunately the 
cloud ceased m m1d-cham1el and we w1:re 'lble to 
pm-point ourselv~ at Le Touquet whrnce we :set 
course for Trento. The French countryside 
.. eemtd to be covered with l' ither a very heavy 
frost or a light fall of :,now, though the town~ and 
railways stood out well and we had no difficulty 
m map reading. We were krcping a vcry ,harp 
look-out for enemy fighter .. a.. we heard auother 

mtmber of our Squadron, who was about 30 miles 
tv the south, bring warned on the V.H.F. of 
bandits in hb vicinity. Fortunately we saw 
notrung of tbt· reception committee and flew on 
until shortly after Chalons, where we again crossed 
over 10, lOths strato-cumulus. This persisted 
until broken by the tops of the Alps and the 
navigator got a pin-point on the Rhine valley, 
which, although covered by 10'10thl>, wa:, clearly 
outlined by cloud formation,-. We pa•«:cd just 
north of Ba~lf' and the contrail height started to 
decrease until we were forced to fly at 22,000 ft. 
The weather cleared as we cros...;ed the Alp• and 
,w approached Trento from th1: south-west at 
1350 hours As we were so low wt: kept a very 
sharp look-out and started our run at 1355 hour,. 
We first got a line overlap a.long thi; valley up to 
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Bol7,ano, turned and covered another pin-point ln 
a valley about 30 miles south-cast of Balzano and 
then retumed to Trento to take the town and 
aerodrome, where aircraft could be plainly seen 
on the ground. We thcu set course f~r Lake 
Consta11ce and Stuttgart, but unfortunately 
10/ lOlhi; prevented us from obtaining any results 
and we set course for Beachy Head. 

Half-way across France the weather clcarc<l and 
l opened up to 400 m.p.h. to give us a fair margin 
of safety. The contrail level had gone up to 
26,000 H. and the navigator put away his maps 
and knelt on the seat to look out for enemy 
fighter:,. Apart from the fact that once or twice 
the high cirrus looked very much like fighter 
contrails, t.he journey to the French coast was 
uneventJ1.Li and as we cro~scd out at Le Treport 
I began to reduce height and contacted Tangmcre 
on V.H.F. 

Half-way across the Channel 10/ tOths stratus 
,1ppearcd but it did not ,vorry us as the V.H.F. 
and W/T were working satisfactorily. We crossed 
in at 10,000 ft .. and made contact with our own 
V.H.F. control. We lost ht:-ight to the cloud top, 
which was 2,500 ft., and continued on course. 
1 had obtained one V.H.F. vector when tllf' 
V.H.F. was suddenly blotted out by a Lorenz 
Beam ; but as we were in brilliant sonshiue with 
blue- sky and were not a ware of surface conditions, 
we were quite happy. I tunwd off the V.H.F. a-, 
it was quite useless and my navigator got several 
Q.D.M.s with Q.F.E. and Q.B.B. At 1540 hours 
we got " Motors Over " and I turned on to a 
!mown safe course and started to let down. Our 
height was then 2,500 ft. As we were d1escending 
the navigator was calling:• 1,500, 1,000,900,800, 
700, 600, 500, J c:an see the ground," which was 
just about aJJ he could sec and that must have 
been almost vertically downwards. A series of 

Q.D.its then came through and we trie<l to reach 
base. Visibility was about 300 yards anrl I went 
down to 400 ft. to keep the ground in view. The 
wind~creen had frosted lUld become blurrPd and 
forward visibility was almost nil. The navigator 
was leaning forward with his head out of the blister 
trying to spot the aerodrome and at the same time 
working the W/T set v.rith his left hand. After 
h<-ing given '' Motors Over '' we received a plain 
language message to climb immediately. This was 
in order to avoid high ground south-east of the 
airfield. So we went up again into the sunshine 
and clear weather, getting more Q.D.M.s. to 
bring us back over base. D own again to 500 ft., 
this time obtainiug Q.D.R.s out, and when we 
were at 400 ft. we received a whole string of 
Q.D.M.s back to base, bulwe missed the aerodrome 
again. We did see an outcircle light flash by, but 
this gave us no indicaliou as to the direction of 
the airfield. By this time petrol was getting very 
low and I decided that I could make only 011e 

more attempt bi>fote climbing up and baling out. 
We must have been passing each time within a 
quarter of a mile of base and it was getting very 
thick. As a last resort we turned on the V.H.F. 
and to Olff great relief the jammfog Lorenz B ~an1 
was switched off and Flying Control contacted. 
Tiie whole procedure was repeated on V.H.F. and 
on our second ZZ we sighted the sodium flare-path 
from 300 [t., though it vanished again almost 
immediately. A rate 1 tum brought us back on to 
the runway and as the fuel shortage was now acute 
I aligned my gyro. did a rate 1 turn on to the 
Q.D.R. of the runway, put the whet:ls down and 
after one minute another rate 1 turn brought us 
within sight of the sodium flares and we were 
able to mak~ an eggshell touch down. We taxied 
in, greatly relieved, and as we got out of the aircraft 
we decided that it would be impossible to get a 
better Turkish bath. 

Air Sea Rescue during 1943 
The February number of the Revi.ew (No. JO) 

contained a history of lhi> Air Sea Rescue Service 
and illustrations of the trials of the airborne 
lifeboat. Since then much water has flowed and 
many more ditching;. have occurred. 

'fhc airborne lifeboat bas been successfully 
operated on numerous occasions and has b~en 
responsible for the saving of 45 lives. The most 
spectacular rescue was of the crew of a Wellingtoil. 
which ditched almost in Lbe mouth of the Seine. 
(See page 25.) 

Experiments with the airborne lifeboat are 
being carried out continuously and different 
numbers and sizes of parachutes are being tried 
to reduce the force with which tl)e boat alights 
on the water. It is hoped to introduce the 
Mark II boat into service very soon. This is a 
much larger and fastc.:r craft than the origirtal. 
During tile past three month,;, m,e of these bmits, 
complete wit.h an operational Air Sea Rescue 
crew, ha.c; brcn touring R.A.F. Stafions. Tl1e 
dem011strations have been watched ,\lith 
enthusiasm. Aircrew,; must become as fa.miliar as 
possible with this craft. It ir:. befog pro<luccd in 
incre.asing numbers and will soon be availabl~ in 
most theatres of war where Allied aircraft are 
operating. Application should be made for Air 
Dia.grams 3983, Nos. 1, 2, 3 ,md 4, which give full 
details. 

(C5ll01) 

A school of Air Sea Rescue has been formed at 
Blackpool where practical demonstrations of Air 
Sea l{escuc procedure and equipment are given 
during the course which lasts a fortnjght. These 
demonstrations include the operation of the 
airborne lifeboat. 

An important aid in finding distressed aircrews 
is a Radar oscillator known as Walter which will 
be carried by every R.A.F. aircraft flying ovt·r the 
sea. If kept switched 011 this oscillator has an 
endurance of 23 hours. If it is used as instructed 
it will last much longer. Its use in the Service 
should cv.t down the number of aircraft required 
for any particular search. Larger areas may thus 
be covered with fewer aircraft. Its range is 
approximately 15 miles at 2,000 ft. and the great 
advantage is that its indication cannot be con· 
fused with anything else on the Radar screen. 

High speed launches ar,~ constantly being 
improved both as to comfort and communications. 
The latest addition is the 73 ft. Vosper, powered 
by two 700 h.p. Thomeycroft engines and two 
V.8 Fords for cruising. Although slower than 
some of its predecessors lhis era.ft i!l more sea
worthy and comfortable and it is equipped with 
a much improved sick bay, While 011 the subject 
of high speed launches and other Air Sea Rescue 
surface craft a word should be said of their crews. 
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On many occasions their task is long an<l arduous. 
Searches are often made after th& launcn has becm 
tossed about at a rendezvous position for hours 
in high seas and in darkness Although there may 
be no result, the crew remain as keen as ever. 

By the end of 1942, Coastal Command were 
responsible for 125 Air Sea Rescue surface craft 
operated from 43 Air Sea l{escue units. At the 
end of 1943, the figme had risen to 175 craft, 
operated from 52 units. The biggest increase 
is in high speed launches which have increased 
from 51 lo 114. 

Other aids for ditched crews hav.e been added to 
the Service or are being developed. These include 
the sea water conversion unit mentioned in the 
February number of the Review. This is now 
being manufactured in q_uautities and will soon 
be replacing most of the tins of water carried at 
present. F ishing tackle is heing provided in 
all emergency packs, together with a new type of 
Mae West which is less cumbersome and much 
more buoyant. Another Mae West with back 
pack designed for use. in conjunction \\,ith the 
"K " type single-seater dinghy will soon be in its 
final lrials. A light waterproof suit ha.s also 
passed its preliminary trials. New emergency 
packs containing all the latest improvements and 
more buoyant than their predecessors are being 
introduced. 

It is distressing to note that the dinghy radio, 
so successful with ditched crews of Lhe U.S.A.A.F., 
l1as not yet proved its woril~ to us. Coastal 
Comma.nd aircraft carry the American model, the 
importance of which cannot be too strongly 
stressed, and it is vital that this radio, together 
with its aerial kites, should be taken aboard 
the dinghy. 

It is disquieting to fmd that members of crews 
are sometime .. lost in the dark after a successful 
ditching because they could not be seen by those 
already in the dinghy. The special floating tox:ch, 
of whic:h there is an abundant supply, should 
always be carried. 

A synchrophonc is 110w being produced to 
assist synthetic training. It shows a standard 
ditching procedure and is adaptable to nearly 
every type of aircraft. This will soon be available 
for general distribution and it is hoped that in 
conjunction with the airborne lifeboat film this 
will be used by aircrews o( alL Commands. It is 
up to crews to do all they can to ensure that, 
shoulu lhey have to ditch, they will be thoroughly 
prepared to carry out their part of the contract 
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and thereby help all those who will try to re~cue 
iliem. No saying is more applicable to the Air 
Sea Rescue Servi<:e than "The Lor<l helps those 
wbo help themselves." 

Pigeo.us have been abandoned for Air Sea 
Rescue purposes in Home Waters so that it is 
i.ucreasingly important to study the use of the 
dinghy radio and oI Walter. Both or either of 
these will home air or surface craft to your 
assistance if they are operated as instructed. 

New Air Sea Rescue squadrons a.re being formed, 
equipped with Warwicks carrying lifeboats, Lind
holme dinghies, aud the latest Radar aids. 

The clivi!"ion of respo~sibility ·mentioned in 
FPbruary's article has been reorganized and will 
operate about the end of the first quarter of 1944. 
It has been decided tu abandon the old system, 
whereby Fighter Command was responsible for 
rescue within 4-0 miles of the coast and Coastal 
Command l·esponsible for rescue beyond this area 
Under the new scheme, Air Defence of Great 
Britain (as Fighter Command is now called) will 
be responsible for an area roughly enclo~ed by 
a line from Southwolcl to the Hook of Holland, 
through lne Channel, and a line from Land's End 
to Usha11t. Coastal Command will take over all 
Air Sea Rescue outside this area, including 
kcland, Gibraltar and the Azores. The exact 
areas will be promulgated in the new A.S.R. 
A.111.C.O., succeeding A25/42. The Naval Com
rnanders-in-Chicf will still be responsible for the 
operation of all surface crafl. 

During 1942, 1,000 aircrew were saved by the 
Air Sea Rescue service in Home Waters alone. 
Tt is interesting to compare the W42 chart in the 
Review for February (No. 10) with the one for 
1943 printed below. The percentages vary but 
little, although lhe nmnbcrs saved have increased 
over the twelvt' months by nearly 700. During 
the first quarter 164 were saved. In lbe :.econd, 
Ute figure had risen to 442, and in the third lo 708. 
For the same reasons as in the previous year 
(weather and shorle.J' daylight hours) the numbers 
saved decreased during the Last quarter to 370, 
making a.n over-all total of 1,684 (or the 12months. · 
The outs1 andiug achievements of the year were 
the rescue oI JSG Allied airmen, induding 121 
Americans, in the week July 25-August 1, and 
the saving of 131 Allied Jives in the one day, 
September 6. Of these, 118 were Americans, one 
a Hurricane pilot, and 12 the crew of a Sunderland. 
This makes a total of 3,306 Allied airmen saved 
in HomP. Waters siuce Air Sea Rescue was formed 
in February, 1941. 

Air Sea Rescue, 1943 
Snccessful 
Dile/zing$. Crew Sa11ed. Tmpossible. 

January 
Percentage. Percentage. Percentage. 

19·4 12·4 18· l 
February 26 29·8 27·3 
March 33·3 20·2 8·7 
April 37 33·4 13·6 
May 32·6 27 ·6 18·8 
June 35·7 32·5 14·3 
July 51 ·4 48·2 13·8 
August 37·6 28·7 18 
September 55·8 53·4 7. J 
October 33·7 28 ·9 15·3 
Novemher 21 18·9 22 
December 26 21 ·3 20 
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Some Notes on Air Sea Rescue 

Members of the Air Sea Rescue Service see the 
results of many forced landings on the sea, and 
they arc, therefore, good judges of ditching drill. 
The majority of ditchings vary from excellent to 
good, and then the aircraft floats long enough 
for the crew to make a leisurely get-away in their 
dinghy. Others are neither excellent 11or good. 
The rescuer~ know from ,.their experience that if 
ditching drill were carried out to the letter, the 
percentage of rescues could be even higher than it 
is. Unfortunately, however, it is not always 
possible to ditch according to the examples given 
in a nicely coloured series of dia!,>rams. This may 
account for some of the crashes where aircraft go 
straight in at a steep angle or break up on hltting 
the water. 

In pa:;sing, a tribute must be paid to the efficiency 
of the U.S. airmen's ditching efforts. When a 
Fortress go~s down, almo.,t invariably the crew 
will be found distributed neatly, five to a dinghy, 
complete with radio transmitter, food, water and 
the other accessories designed to expedite their 
rescue. The Americans themsdves give the credit 
for their efficiency to thi.:ir Royal Air Force 
instructors. 

One striking example of the value of sticking 
exactly to instructions occurred when a Wellington 
on an operational trip over France came down 
almost in the Seine estuary. Thanks to good 
ditching drill, the six members of the crew were 
able to get themselves and their equipment into 
the dinghy before the aircraft went down. The 
only injury was to the pilot's nose, which bled as 
the result of a nasty smack when the Wellington 
touched down. But the crew were still far from 
home and the current was carrying them towards 
tbe enemy coast. 

(CSl 101) 

The position of the Wellington's crew was 
reported by fighters after the dinghy had been 
drifting more than ?O hours. lt seemed obvious 
that the only hope of rescuing them from wider 
the nose of the enemy was by the use of an airborne 
lifeboat. So a Hudson carrying a lifeboat was senl 
out, with an escort of Typhoons. 

The lifeboat was dropped perfectly and the 
Wellington crew soon scrambled aboard from their 
dinghy. 

In each airborne lifeboat there is a book showing 
the position of food and gear and giving hints on 
the operation of the engines. A position eight 
miles of( the enemy coast is not the most suitable 
place for calm study of a book of instructions, but 
the Wellington crew read the directions from cover 
to cover. ·nien, as promised in the little book, 
they formd food and equipment. They organized 
watches, set up the compac;s, prepared a system of 
rationing, started the engines and set course 
towards the north, where England lay, 80 miles 
away. 

The escorting Typhoons were doing their share 
overhead by beating off attacks by F.W.190s. 

Meanwhile, H igh Speed Launches, which had 
reached a position in mid-channel, bad been 
picked up by Spitfires and led to the lifeboat, in 
accordance with radio instructions received by the 
surface craft. Within an hour, the Wellington 
crew had been taken on board one of the ffigh 
Speed Launches and were well on their way back 
to England with an escort of Spitfires whlch had 
relieved the Typhoons. 

The rescue was a good example of well co
ordinated teamwork by various sections of the 

" 2 
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Service. But it was made possible in the first 
place only because of the level-headed efforts of thP. 
\Vellington crew to save themselves. 

Aircrews know most types of aircraft employee! 
by Coastal and Fighter Commands for air sea 
rescue. But they are not so well acquainted with 
the R.A.F.'s own "Navy," the fielet of High Speed 
Launches and Pinnaces now stationed round the 
coasts of Britain and in operational and training 
areas all over the world. 

These speedy surface craft (som~ of them can 
attain well over 35 knots) are of d1fferei1t types, 
suited to either the short-range work of the 
Channel or long-range trips far out across the 
North Sea or the Atlantic. 

They are not comfortable craft. The hull design 
which gives lhem the necessary turn of speed 
does not make for good seagoing qualities. But 
they arc in the hands of expert crews and they get 
to the spot when they are needed. 

Most of their work consists of w1spect::-cular 
rendezvous during which the high speed launcher; 
lie off-shore at SC'lected positions, to reassure air
crews operating over the sea that they will not 
remain in the ditch very long if lhey are unlucky 
enough to crash. 

The Launches are seen at the top of their 
efficiency when a crash call is received_ fr?m the!r 
operational controllers, the Navy. _rh!s magic 
phrase indicates t~at an air~raft ere~ 1s m urgent 
need of help at a given position. Neither weather 
nor the belligerent interest of the enemy has yet 
been known to deter the crews as they hurry lo 
the spot. 

One High Speed Launch at a $outh ~f England 
base received the electrifying crash call JUSt before 

dawn on a stormy autumn morning. The position 
given was 18 miles distant east of Beachy ~<:3-d 
and half-a-mile off the coast of Sussex. A Stirhng 
had alighted there on its way back from Gci:m~n~. 
Within an hour the first member of the St1rlmg s 
crew had been picked up and 30 minutes later, 
(our companions had joined him in the hospitable 
sick bay of the launch. 

The rescue called for good judgmcnt ancl skilfuJ 
seamanship from bot'b the skipper and coxswain 
of the launch. The Stirling was lying in shallow 
water on a lee shore. The.re was a strong south
westerly wind and an 8 ft. swell. With a fine 
disregard for their own safety, the crew of the 
launch ma,ic.euvretl their craft-a type not \:a~ily 
controllable al low speed-astern of tile bomber. 
They then nosed right up to the port wing where 
five members of. the crew of the aircraft were 
waiting, two of them injured. 

A line was passed but it could not be made fast 
to the aircraft. But there was lime Lo transfer 
one of tbe injured men to the launch before it was 
dri\>'en by the wind into the dangerous surf. 
Again the launch nosed cautiously up to the wing 
and a second injured airman was taken on board. 

By this time the depth of water was barely 
enough to float the launch and her skipper decided 
to change his tactics. He ran slowly up to the 
bomber once again and passed over the launch's 
rubber dinghy into which the three remaining 
mc~bers of the aircrew scramuled. Then, as the 
dinghy and its passengers drifted clear, the launch 
ran alongside and picked them up. The weather 
steadily deteriorated on the trip back to base, and 
the waves off Beachy Head were 20 ft. high. The 
injured men had to be secured in their stretchers 
before the journey was over. 
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IV.-SPECIALIST AND GENERAL ARTICLES 
A Year of Training 

The novice finds it easy to criticize the system 
of training which turns him from a novice into .i 
knowledgeable- member of an aircrew. This is 
no doubt ba:;ed on the very simple fact that we 
all like doing something well but are bored by the 
process o{ learning how to do it. Training, how
ever, is necessary in all forms of warfare, especially 
in thc.se days of complicated equipment. A 
review of the activities of training throughout 
the Command in 1943 clearly shows the changes 
and improvements which have been made both ill 
Coastal Command and in its younger branches 
overseas. 

It is tmnccf'$sary to c-xplain how pilots, navi
gators, flight engineers, wireless operators and 
the rest go individually into 0.T.C.s of 17 Group, 
there to be moulded into crews, and how thosr. 
botmd for overseas then go to a Ferry Training 
Unit and ily their aircraft overseas. During the 
greater part of 1943 both 0.T.C.s and F.T.U.s 
were in Coastal Command, but towards the end 
of the year t.he la,tdplanc F.T.U.s were transferred 
to their logical position in Transport Command, 
Through tbese F.T.U,s went the greater part of 
the crews trained by the Command for overseas. 
Antl of all the crews trained, only one-thirrl went 
to squadrons within the Command : the rest 
wenl to G.R. Squadrons all over the world. 

In August, the busiest month, 280 crews of all 
kinds were trainl·d by 17 Group and 106 Wing, 
and during the whole year enough cre.vs were 
trained to fom1 over 100 complete squadrons. 
Complaints arc sometimes received of deficiencies 
in training, particularly in Flying Boat O.T.U,s. 
" Not enough flying " is the cry. Everybotly 
agrees that in an ideal world mon.· flyi11g would 
be desirable at this stage of trainiug, but is more 
flying essential ? The record of 1943 indicate:; 
that it is not. The number of flying boats flown 
overseas by newly trained crews in 1943 ran wcll 
into three figures and of the total number, only 
one crew failed to get to its destination. For 
this fine record, the 0.T.U.s and F .T.U.s deserve 
great credit. 

To carry out this enormous task. a larg<' 
orga11ization was nePded, and at the end of the 
summer 17 Group was probably the largest 
group in the Royal Air Force. lt controlled 
22 airfields and was training aircrew;:; for aircraft 
ranging in siie from Liberators to Spitfir~s aud 
in vintage from Mosquitoes to Hampdcns, 

Changing conditions have made it possible to 
relieve 17 Group of a part of this burden by 
trausferrhl&' training unil,; overseas. The beginning 
of 1944 therefore finds the Group more compact, 
both in task and in area covered. 

This change in the war situation overseas, 
particularly in the .Mediterranean, had other 
effects on 17 Group. At the beginning of 1943 
it was forecast that by the middle of the year 
17 Group would have to train 100 crews a month 
in torpedo dropping. In June over 60 torpedo 
trained crews were produced. Since then, due 
partly to the changed conditions and partly to 

the formation of torpedo training units overseas, 
this number bas fallen so that the Group now 
bas to train only sufficient crews to provide 
rt>placements for our own tl1ree squadrons. 

The types of aircraft in use in the Command 
have also changed. No completely new type was 
introduced into the Command dllring 1943. but 
those which had first made their appearance in 
small numbers in 1942 began to arrive in much 
greater quantity. Nineteen squadrons re-armed 
complett>ly and others hatl to undertake training 
on entirely new forms of equipment. The anti
U-Boat work of the Command changed from 
medium range to long rang<', and till' strike 
squadrons gave up their comparatively old air
craft and converted to more modern types. 
No. 17 Group also played a part in this re
armament through the work of the Liberator 
Conversion Unit. In a period of seven or eight 
months this unit eonverted 130 crews on to 
Liberators without a single accident. 

Bettt'r training is reflected in the improved 
accident rate in the Command. Each month of 
1943 was an irnprovement on the corresponding 
month of 1941 a11d 1942. In the months of June, 
September and October the accident figures for 
Coastal were lower than in any other month since 
the: beginning of the war. But l'VCn in October, 
in every 10,000 hours' flying there were 22 · 9 
accidt>nts. No. 17 Group playl'd an important
part in this improvement. Thc-ir record in 
October from all causes was 22, which was better 
than the record of the more experienced pilots 
in the operational Groups. If the b>radual but 
steady improvement in the accident rate is 
continui>d, and if everybody from the Group and 
Station Commanders to the flight mechanics 
servicing the aircraft continues to give this 
subject more and more attention, the figures for 
1944 should be even better than those for 1943. 

Of the new and more complicated types of 
equipment introduced in 1943 the most far 
reaching were Mark UI and Mark V Radar. The 
principles of operation and manipulation were 
quite different from those of the familiar Mark U, 
and it was some time before results approached 
what was expE>cted. Even now there is no doubt 
that the equipment would give better results if 
the operators were more efficient. However, the 
main hurdle bas been surmounted in this and, 
to a lesser extent, in those other forms of scientific 
equipment with less scientific names. lt remains 
to be certain that 1944 will close the gap 
between what the theorists say can be done-, and 
what the crrw;; actually do. 

Closely associa.te<l with Radar was the fitting of 
Leigh Lights to Catalin~ and Liberators as well 
as to Wellingtons. A number of squadrons have 
accomplished this conversion and, in the process, 
have discoveri>d that their Radar training could 
be improved. Like the others, this change has 
been accomplished successfully, but. also like the 
others, there is still somt• way to go before 
perfection is reached. 



New weapons have been produced and have 
brought with them new traiTling problems. The 
introduction of R.P. called for a new flying 
lt'chnjquP in the Beaufightrr, Hud,;on and 
Liberator squadrons. But the squadrons rose to 
tht: occasion and to-day the ability to use R.P., :,s 
wt:ll as the Leigh Light is recognized as p11rt o( 
thr equipmrnt of the Squadrpn pilot. 

1n the space available it is difficult to cover 
everything. Nu mention has been made, for 

instance, of the Liberator training at Nassau ; of 
the re-arming of Met. Flights with four-engined 
aircraft; the provi~ion of Air Sea Rescue Warwick 
crews for overseas, and of many other activities 
of the Command. But enough has been written 
to give some indication of the training activities 
uf the year. There is no reason to be complacent, 
but thr way in which everyone in Coastal has 
played his part, whether in the :iir, on stations, 
at Groups, or at Command Headquarters, shows 
some promise for even greater efficiency in 1944. 

Engineering in l 943 
During l943 the out standing evt\llt in tJ1e 

servicing of aircraft was the introduction into 
Coastal Command of Planned Flying and Planned 
Maintenance. Before the scheme was adopted the 
aim of the engineers was to keep as many aircraft 
of a squadron serviceable as possible witl1 a 
given number of men. ln fact, we talked about 
the serviceability being so many per crJ1t. 
Pl:.umed Flying and Planned Maintenance has 
changed this and we now talk in terms of "avail
ability of aircraft." The engineers' task has been 
made more easy in tb.al they now produce aircraft 
to main~ain a given flying lask in hours or 
number of sorties, wher.-as in the past, when the 
flying task was not defined, those responsible for 
servicing turned the handle and produced aircraft 
whether they were needed or not. This ·was 
most wasteful in men and material. 

To-day th~ Air Staff in Coastal Command state 
a "Flying Task " which enables the servicing 
section to state the number of men.and aircraft 
required to maintain this Task, Th.is lias resulted 
not only in economy, earticul~rly in manpower, 
but has given those responsible for servicing the 
information necessary for drawing up all efficient 
Maintenance Plan ; for if flying is planned, 
maintenance can be planned and a " production " 
programme worked out. • 

Another result of the new system is the pooling 
of trad~men. In the old days squadrons were 
sdf-contained wuts and it was common to find 
the lrade:;men detailed for 'daily inspections 
having a slac-k time while those working on major 
or minor inspections were swamped wiUl work
or the other way a.bout. ~Ioreover, the rigidity of 
the seU-contained squadron system made it 
difficult to u~c lechnkians when and where they 
were wanted, for they had to be employed on 
the aircraft of their own squadrons even though 
other aircraft might be in greater nccd of their 
services. Manpower was thus being wasted in 
two clirrctions : inside each sq1iadron .. daily " 
trade:,,m~n were overworked while "inspection'' 
men were undenvorkcd (or· the other way round), 
and tradesmen of X squadron were having an 
easy time while Y squadron's aircraft were on 
the ground for lack of tradesmen to get them inlo 
the air. Squadron establishments were therefore 
re-calculated on the basis of the number of 
tradesmen required to produce in a month the 
number of flying hours per squadron laid down in 
the Air Staff Task. Such establishments provide 
for any of the men to be employed on any type 
of servicing work within their trade. But when 
there was more than one squadron on a ::,tation 
it was possible to economize still further by 
pooling all the men. Establishments were adjusted 
to leave ou a squadron establishment sufficient 

tn1.desmeu for daily servicing, calculated on the 
number of sorties required per day. The need 
for men to do mi.llor and major inspections and 
Category "A" repairs, etc., had then to be 
satisfied. These were therefore calculated separ
ately on a man-hour basis, and separate units 
called Servicing Echelons were formed. 

For each squadron, therefore, there were two 
establishments: one for the squadron itseU, 
containing aircrews and men for daily servicing, 
and one for the Servicing Echrlon. As they were 
separate entities, these echelons were given 
numbers. ln order to retain their connection with 
the squadrons to which they arc appointed for 
service, they are allotted numbers in the 8000 
series with the squadron number included: thus 
the echelons established to service Nos. 120 and 
224 SfJuadrons became Nos. 8120 and 8224 
Servicing Echelons. 

We then foimd ourselves with hats (daily 
servicing section) and coats (echelons) but no 
pegs, so further re-organization was necessary to 
co-ordinate and control the work of all engaged 
in servicing. Servicing wings were therefore 
introduced. · 

With the introduction of these SPrvicing wings 
it became possible not only to improve the 
technical organization of squadrons and $(ations, 
and to provide an instrument for the control of 
the servicing organization necessary to impkment 
the flying plan, but also to control the employ
meut of U1e servicing section in the squadrons 
a11d echelons to the best advantage of all squad
rons on a station. In othrr words, ,.,,ith the 
~ervicing wing came the economical employment 
of manpower. 

We cannot allow 1943 to pass on without 
saying a few words on lhe advance that has been 
made in the development of variouii types of 
technical equipment. 

Electrical 
The year has seen the introduct.ion of several 

new types of aircraft in the Command and it 
has certainly been an outstanding year in the 
development of electrical equipment in operational 
aircraft. 

Our old friend" George," the automatic pilot, 
who has in the past relied on "suck and blow," 
~as now been joined by his sister '' Minnie." 
She is an advanced lady and relies on electronic 
operation, using valves (or as our American allies 
say, tubes). resisters and condensers. To those 
unfamiliar with her the full name is Minneapolis 
Honeywell automatic flight control. 

The year has also seen a much wider application 
of the Leigh Light and the introduction of the 
" all.electric " model. 

... 



Homb release gear has devrloped a long way 
from the original Mickey Mouse. To-day the 
Tntcrvalometer has joined us witl1 variot1s marks 
and models. Although similar in appearance to 
the earlier ones, t.lie latest type has an entirely 
new set of innards-a combination of gas-filled 
tctrodes, resister;; and barreters. 

Many navigalion,11 aic.l.s have been introduced 
operating from the electrical supply. Of these 
the D.R. Compass particularly comes to mind. 
The closing months of 1943 havl' seen the equip
~cnt of some &quad.tons with the air position 
md1cator and the air mileage unit. 

The air gunner and bomb aimer l1ave not been 
left out o( the electrification scheme; they have 
been presc-nted with the amplidyne turret, the 
gyro gun sight and t.wo new variclies of bomb 
!;ights. . 

The introduction of these and other new 
eler.trical gadgets bas called for bigger and still 
bigger engine-dri vcn generators which are now 
capable of delivering 200/300 amperes per genera
tor, givi11g a total electrical output in some aircraft 
of 24 kilowatts (approximately 32 h.p.). 

The " gen " side bas moved forward and with 
lhc introduction of the new air wiring diagrams 
a great deal o( light has been thrown on the 
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which frequently occurred on the older type 
on~•piece block engines. I L can be said that 
this type of cylinder block has contrihuted largely 
to the decrease in operational failure of Mosquito, 
Spitfire and Halifax aircraft. 

The year has ~ccn the design and development 
of a feathering propeller for Sunderland-Pegasu..<, 
XVIlI. This was Ioug overdue and very ncces
~ary. It was anticipated that these propellers 
would be issued during September 1943 hut. 
owing to unforeseen snags the prototypes, now 
untlcrgoing flight trials, have- not been accepted 
a::. s~tisfactory. Small modifications are necessary 
but it is hoped that they will be available in 
the near future. The propellers are in production 
and it is understood that a number have already 
been delivered to Mainte11ance Units. 

De HaviUa11d's hydromatic [uUy feathering 
propellers, type 55/14, and ftilly fellthering 
equipme11t arc now being lilted to all new 
Bea11iighte rs. These propellers supersede the 
bracket aml hy<lromatic non-feathering type llsed 
previously. The type 55/14 propellers are being 
fitted to existing Beaufighters by contractors' 
Wl•rking parties, and it is anticipated that all 
Bcaufightf'r VI, X and XI will be completed 
during the first quarter of 1944. · 

mysteries of the electrics. Although Technical Airframes 
Orders have bef'.n somewhat diffic·ult to get, there 
are better prospects of getting them in 1944. There has been a steady iJ1troduction of later 

Throughout the year the electrical and instn1• types of aircraft during t.hc year, although 
ment sections have had to maintain an ever- these have been mainly later marks of ci..'isting 

types. Chief among these have been the Beau
increasing range of equipment and despite thc fighters, WelUngtons and Liberators, whjch have 
shortage of manpower they have risen to the steadily replaced the Hampdens and Hudsons. 
occasion asnd delivered the goods. New types in the Command have been the 
Engines Ventura:;, for Met. work, Warwicks for A.ir Sea 

One of the most interesting developments was Rescue, Hali!axes aud Mosquitos. Thi'! year was 
the introduction of the Bristol Hercules XVII also natal.JI<> for the efforts made to increase the 
sleeve valve engil1t!, a type introduced solely range at which Coastal Corrut).and could operate 
to meet the Command's needs. It is a develop- in the Atlantic. This called fo-r drastic sli.i.omiug 
ment of the Hercules VI, originally installed in of many aircraft and the installation of as mud1 
the ileaufighter Vl, but its performance as the overload fuel a5 could be got on without entirely 
Hercules Vl was inferior at lhe altitude at which eliminating the bomb load. l)1 order lo ma.ke the 
it was usually operatt::d by this Command, :,ince n1cccssary reduction in weight, many squa<lrons 
its rated altitude in low supercharger gear was di~-pensed with mid-upper tlllTCts, quantities of 
5,500 feet. To make the engine suitable for low• ammunition aml many personal comforts in the 
altitudt>. work the supercharger impclicr was way of rest b1wks, cooking gear, sacks of potatoes, 
cropped, i .e. its diamd.er was re<luced from · etc. It also became neces.~ary to make very 
13! inches to 12 inches. This increased the power dose checks on engine fuel consumptions and 
at low altitudes. The Hercules VI engine then engine handling to ensur<' that aircraft were giving 
became the Hercule.'> VIJ, but before any Mark their best. There is 110 doubt that there was an 
V1 l's were put into sf'rvicr. it was decided to fit effective increase in the rangP of Coastal Cormnand 
Claude! Hobson AIT. 132 ME/A single-lever con- aircraft during 1943. 
trol carburettors. Th.is change made it necessary During the year U-Boats became bolder and 
lo alter the mark number again arid il became began to fight back from the surface, This 
the Hercules XVJI. made attacks more difficult and dangerous, 

As it is ust1aUy unnecessary to use the super- particularly as we had very little in the way of 
charger high gear for normal Command work, forward armament. Hurried modifications were 
this gear is permanently locked in " low," This made to almost alJ aircraft in order to provide at 
and the introduction of the single-lever control least one free forward firing gun, nwstly American 
carburettor h,we relieved the pilot of the necessity · 5s. The scheme to equip the dear old Sunder
of watching mixture controls and oi exercising land with something in the nature of Spitfire 
the high supercharger gear periodically. The front armament was developed towards the end 
Hercules XVII engine is now usecl in Coastal of thf' year. It consisted of four lixed forward 
Comrnand Beau.fighter and Wellington aircraft. firing Browning guns, together with installation 

The later marks of Rolls Royce Merlin engines of beam guns at the galley hatches. 
are now being fitted with I he two-piece cylinder In order to produce photographic evide.uce of 
block and lafge quantities of these engines were the results of attacks many aircraft have been 
put into sc;>rvice during 1943. This typo of block fitted with cameras under Command modifica.tion 
haS practically eliminated forced landings and procedure. The results have induced us to fit 
flying accidents due to internal coolant le:,iks, cameras ou all aircraft, according to lheir duties. 



Continuously during the year changes have 
been made in signals, radar and navigational 
equipm<'mt, and most of thesa have caUcd for 
fairly 1::xtensive modificatiou.s to aircraft. Hoth 
service and civilian fitting parties have been 
busy on this work. :\fombers of units have 
dc-veloped many minor modilications, which hav~ 
increased the efficiency of their aircraft. In a 
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short review such as this it is impossible to go 
into detail, but it can be said quite honestly 
that all ranks responsible for servicing and 
maintenance of aircraft have had a busy 
and arduous year. Taking into account the 
many difficulties created by war-tin1" con
ditions, the results niftect great credit on all 
concerned. 

Armamelllt in 1943 
For almost t bf' whole of the war the depth 

charge has been U.ie main anti U-Boal weapon 
and its achievements in 1943 make us ueliew 
that the 250-lb, Torpex-ftlled ~lark XI depth 
charge is still the most efficient weapon we use. 
Tl1e percentage of kill~ to attacks rose steadily 
throughout the year in spite of greater opposition 
and the continuously changing tactics of the 
U-Boat. This improvemmt can be atlribute<l lo 
a number or inter-cfopl'ndent factors, among 
them improved accuracy in attack, better main
tenance, greater ~tt1mtion to teclmical detail 
and, in the later part of the year, the increased 
use of the Mark III Low Level Bombsight iu 
Liberators, Cataliru\s and Sunderlands. It is 
notable that during the year there was no report 
of a depth charge dropprd in operations failing 
to ex-plodc; thcr1: was also a substantial reduction 
in the percentage of hang-ups. 

Notwithstanding the efficiency of the depth 
charge several new weapons came into use during 
1943. This was mai11ly a result of the impetus 
given to development by the " fighting back " 
tactics adopted by the U-Boats in the early 
part of the year, tactics which emphasized the 
need for weapons which could be released while 
the aircraft was out of range of the U-Boat's 
flak. Of the many weapons suggested or tri('d, 
the R.P. and the 600-lb. A.S. bomb were brought 
into operational use by th(' Command, the R.P. 
as a secondary weapon, siuc~ it is effective only 
against visible U-Boals, and the 600 A.S. Bombs 
as a primary weapon lv be used from medium 
altituuc in conjunction with the Mark XIV 
Bombsight. Both weapons have proved effective 
and have a number of kills to their credit. ln 
the months of May to August, when the R.P. 
was first used by Hudsons ,md Liberators, there 
werl' a nul)1ber of spectacular successes, but 
during the latter part of the year the scarcity of 
visible targets meant fewer opporhrnities for its 
use. Similarly the scarcity of targets for mediwn 
altitude bombing has prevented the two Squad
rons who use the 600-lb. A/S Bombs from 
accumulating sufficient da,ta for comparing its 
merits and those of the Mark XIV Bombsight 
with the results from low-level attacks with 
Mark XI depth charges. 

Opposition from U-Boats and enemy aircraft, 
which increased steadily during the ye_ar, led to 
tht• installation of additional ddtnsive armamet1t 
on all aircraft employed on anti U-Boa! opera
tions. Tiu.• provision and ntting of additional 
gtu1s to aircraft in service presented a number of 
problems of supply- and mallufacture which, taken 
in conjunction with aircraft weight limitations 
aiiueJiec1s on performance, made it impracticable 
to meet all the requirements of individual 
squadrons. Nevertheless some mN1sure of improve
ment was rnadt! by the addition or ·5-inch guns iii 
the nosP of Liberators, Fortres~e!> and Sunder
laud;, and •303-inch guns in aircraft where the 
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·5-inch installation was impracticable. Further 
improvements may be expected as a result of 
production modifications which meet th(' Com
mand's requirement that the maximum defensive 
armament must be provided initially, but must 
be easily removable in ordt>r that aircraft used 
in areas where opposition is unlikely can operate at 
maximum range with the minimun1 of armament. 

Developments in arrnament wt!re not restricted 
only to anti U-Boat weapons. In anti-shipping 
operations R.P. with the 60-lb. H.E. head was 
used extensively by Beaufighters. The weapon, 
however, has not proved as effective as might 
have been expected from the early trials, and 
results in 1943 were on the whole disappointing. 
It was thought at first that its primary lL~e would 
be as an anti-flak weapon to give cover for a 
torpedo attack,. but it was quickly realized that 
owing to its very big gravity drop and to the rigid 
flight conditions for release, accurate results in 
operations could only be obtained at ranges 
under riOO yards. Furthermore, it was not 
possible to match the trajectory \vith that of the 
20-mm. shell, with the result that in attark, the 
combined use of R.P. and 20-mm. guns from the 
samC' aircraft was impracticable and led to 
ineffective results from both Wt>apons. This 
brought about a d1:u1ge in tactic.._ and the 
R.P. as a prin1ary sinking weapon. anti
Bak cover being provided by supporting B('.a11-
fighters using 20-mm. guns. Tactically this had 
some success, but thf' effect of above water hits 
with the 60-Jb. R. P. shdl made it doubtful 
whether the weapon was capable of sinking a 
ship unless a large number of hits Wf're made. 
Consequently towards the end of ihe year, after 
the Naval Constructors had asse$sed probable 
damage, it was deciued to change over to the 
25-lb. solid head and aim at underwater hits. 
As yet there has been no opporl unity to prov(' 
the effectiveness of this form of attack. 

Even a brief review of the armam{!l!t i-vent:-. of 
1943 would not he complete without some 
mention of the all-important question of main
t,mance, which, though less advertised lhan the 
results achieved with the weapons, is nevertheless 
the basis of successful operations. 1943 saw a 
rnajor change-, as far as operational squadrons 
were concerned, in the maintenance orga11ization 
by the introduction of the Servicing Wing :-che,ne, 
which inchnlcs the servicing and maintenance of 
a.rmamcnt equipment. As might· be expected 
with so big a change it will be some time before 
all the difficulties arc ironed out, but the end of 
1943 indicated that the teething troubles were 
being overcome and that there had been st1b
:.tantial improvement in armament maintenance 
and some economy in the use of anuamc.nt 
,personnel. There is every reason to suppose that 
this improvement will be carried on in 1944, and it i.s 
eonfidc:ntly expected that operation.ilresults will be 
the effective proof of the new maintenance policy. 




